
In-App Parking Features 

2304 

\=5 co Licata 

Incentivized Parking Corral Parking 
When a rider is in the mobile app, incentivized areas inform Virtual and physically marked corral parking locations are 

the rider of next steps to receive financial incentive. This _ indicated in-app for riders to find the closest parking corral 

incentive is also listed in the rider's ride receipt. to pick up or return their device. 

Please note: Once city-wide corral parking is required, we will change in-app language from “preferred” to “required” or 

“mandatory”. We will use incentives to encourage riders to rebalance to underutilized corrals and reduce oversaturation of 
high-traffic corrals, such as those by the beach area (i.e. “Return your device to this corral and receive $1 off your next 
ride’). 

SYSTEM DATA COLLECTION & DETAILS 

Data is critical to inform policy decisions, and as such, we collect data in compliance with the City’s regulations and 
requirements. 

We share data in all of our operating markets and provide accurate, privatized, and real-time data on its entire city 
fleet through APIs built to the latest MDS 1.0 or GBFS 2.0 standards. We collect extensive data via the following 
methods: 1) User Data via the App, 2) Vehicle Data via our continual software monitoring (VI) and 3) Operations 
Data via our operations platform (e.g. maintenance logs). 

We maintain a current “MAJOR” version of the Mobility Data Specification (MDS) and General Bikeshare Feed 
Specification (GBFS). We have a team dedicated to updating and managing these APIs and supporting their 
implementation with external parties, including Populus. We also make our GBFS feed available to third party 
journey planners such as Transit. Data is available via our MDS Provider API at all times. The data that MDS 
classifies as “real-time,” such as status_changes, events, and vehicle endpoints are available within five minutes. 
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Adaptive, seated scooters available on-demand and equitably deployed across the service area (see more 
information below). 

An adaptive vehicle lending library with two additional device types available for reservation and delivery 
upon request (see more information below). 

In-app messaging that is accessible for people with different abilities (color blindness, visual and auditory 
impairment etc.) at multiple frequencies. 

Braille identifiers on each device for visually impaired riders and pedestrians to contact our customer support 
team. 

Constantly-on LED handlebar light on scooters to increase visibility and avoid any hazard to the rider or a 
pedestrian. 

An audible bell fitted to each device for riders to to alert pedestrians, cyclists and other road users. 

We've included further information on accessible vehicle features on page 72. 

TYPE OF DEVICES & METHOD OF DEPLOYMENT 

eat. I didn’t think 

Accessible, Seated Scooter Option 

To accommodate a wider range of users, we have added an ergonomic seat to our existing scooter model, which 
offers additional convenience and flexibility for a smooth ride. We chose this design based on survey data from 
other markets indicating that some people are more comfortable sitting when traveling over longer distances. 
These devices are available on-demand for in-app rentals. Visual indicators in-app demonstrate which devices are 
available and where they are located for ease of selection and use. Please see an example of this on page 74. 

In San Diego, we will deploy a minimum of 150 seated scooters to provide a convenient, comfortable option for 
individuals with disabilities, the elderly and those that prefer to ride a safe alternative to standing scooters. We will 
begin deploying seated scooters in February 2022, under the current permitting system. As a new form factor in 
San Diego, our deployment strategy will: 

> Ensure seated scooters are available for journeys that would be strenuous on foot, enabling San Diego's 
residents and visitors to tackle steep hills and long distances without resorting to single occupancy vehicles.



> Anticipate needs for more accessible vehicles by deploying to locations such as hospitals, doctors offices, as 
well as the community colleges or stores where riders are likely to be carrying backpacks. 

> Respond to insights from seated scooter riders in other Superpedestrian markets as we engage directly with 

San Diegans and learn from their travel patterns to understand local deployment needs. 

Accessible Vehicle Lending Library 
To support access to more accessible vehicle options, we provide our on-demand LINK Access program and will 
partner with local disability services and advocacy groups such as Paralyzed Veterans of America and the City of 
San Diego Therapeutic Recreation Services, to ensure effective and safe participation in the program. LINK Access 
provides free, accessible vehicle use to those with physical disabilities that preclude them from riding a standing 
LINK Scooter. Two types of accessible vehicles will be available via our San Diego lending library starting in 
February 2022: 

Two Pedal-Assist Electric Tricycles 
Equipped with front and rear baskets that can be used to carry personal items such as baggage, canes, and 

shopping bags. 

Three Motorized Firefly Attachments 
From Rio Mobility to transform a manual wheelchair into a three-wheeled electric scooter. 

LIIIIE oy Sacereceerion 8 ink.city 

LINK Access. Sign Up Form 

met eared LINK Access Sign Up 
Form 

LINK Access Sign Up 
Reservations are available in a “round trip” model, meaning our local team will deliver and pick up the adaptive 
vehicle from the same location selected by the rider within local city boundaries or our local operating area. To 
reserve an adaptive vehicle, the rider uses our webform - accessed through the main menu in-app, via our website 
https: //www.link.city/accessibility or by calling our 24/7 customer service number where a representative will assist 
in filling out the form. We accommodate reservations with 24 hours notice. 

Once the reservation has been confirmed by our customer service team, a Superpedestrian Operations team 
member personally delivers the vehicle or prepares the vehicle for pick-up at an accessible location. Team 
members will be specially trained on the operation of these vehicles and will provide users with a helmet as well as 
onboarding and training to help them feel confident using the vehicle. After a rider’s reservation, a Superpedestrian 
Customer Service Member will reach out to gather feedback on their experience. Over our time offering LINK 
Access in San Diego, we will review and iterate the program based on these surveys, demand patterns, and 
conversations with our partners. 
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K. OPERATIONS AND DATA MANAGEMENT 

1. Provide a detailed summary of the operator's business model and approach for the City of San Diego market, including an overview of the daily 
operations and administration. The description should be detailed enough to allow for a comprehensive understanding of the work shifts; tactical 
deployment and maintenance for daily operations, peak hours, special events and street sweeping; internal communications protocols and data 
informed practices; and any other details that would be important for City operations. 

Superpedestrian’s industry leadership is not limited to technological innovation; we lead in our operations model and 
approach to labor practices. In early 2021, we were first to announce a no gig worker policy, directly hiring only W-2 
employees who earn a living wage. Emphasizing social equity, we aim to hire people from the communities we 
serve and San Diego is no exception, with our current team composed entirely of native San Diegans. Unlike other 
operators in San Diego, we do not use staffing agencies and only hire our own employees to manage our fleets. Our 
approach to labor guarantees: 

Fair and predictable incomes 

Professional training and certification for all employees 

High employee retention (7 of our 9 launch team employees are still on staff) 

> Tailored operations for San Diego. 

Our local staff includes salaried and hourly employees earning on average $22/hr, which is above the local living 
wage ($21/hr) and California's minimum wage ($15/hr). We attract and retain the industry's most experienced 
operations professionals not because we are the most aggressive, but because we put people and cities first. 

We are committed to principles of inclusion and equitable behavior, and we train all team members first and 
foremost on these principles. We use online training modules, team-wide discussions, internal employee resource 
groups, and an equity task force to build this foundation — and this foundation is under constant evaluation and 
improvement. 

Below, we detail our successful business model and approach in San Diego, including an overview of the daily 
operations and administration. Looking ahead to 2022 and beyond, we will build on our efficient, sustainable 
business practices to expand our local team, enhance their training, and ensure compliance with San Diego's 
operational expectations. 

WORK SHIFTS 

Our daily operations are split into three 8-hour shifts starting at 6am. Each shift functions as its own workday and 

includes the following key tasks: 

Evaluate automated alerts for scooter concentration per “Zone” — including deployment 

requirements. 

Confirm rebalancing needs across deployment zones and designated parking corrals. 

Deploy freshly charged scooters to approved deployment locations. 

Evaluate inbound tasks including automated alerts (e.g. tipped over scooter alerts), Get it Done 

issues, customer support tickets, and general observation to re-park improperly parked scooters. 

Urgent tasks are prioritized within the queue and sent to response teams in the field. 
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Rebalance scooters based on distribution zone, designated parking requirements, and our demand 

models. 

Pick up low battery scooters (under 20% charge) or those in need of repair and return them to the 

operations center for evaluation. 
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Mobility hub on Pacific Beach Drive. 

Proactive Parking Audits 

We conduct proactive parking audits during every shift. This process includes identifying, logging and correcting 

misparked scooters and then contacting riders with feedback and parking education. We piloted this program to see 

whether we should have a dedicated parking compliance team or train our entire team. We found that by 

incorporating this practice into each shift for every team member, we effectively audit and maintain consistent 

corrective action. Please see page 149 for further information on our parking compliance practices. 

SHIFT 

6am - 2pm 

2pm - 10pm 

10pm - 6am 
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TEAM KEY FOCUS AREA(S) 

1 Operations Manager 

1-2 Operations Supervisors 
1-4 Operations Associates 

1 Operations Manager 
1-2 Operations Supervisors 
1-4 Operations Associates 

1 Operations Manager 
1 Operations Associate Lead 
1-3 Operations Associates 
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Proactive Parking Audit 
Sweep/GID Response 
Deployments 
Low-Battery Pickups 
Cleanup / Rebalance Tasks 

Proactive Parking Audit 
Sweep/GID Response 
Event Management 
Strategic Pickup Tasks 
Deployments 

Proactive Parking Audit 
Sweep/GID Response 
Street Sweeping Routes 
Deployments 
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Wrangler Mobile App Interface Wrangler Desktop View 
Used by our local team to: Used by Ops Managers and Supervisors shows: 

> Locate their schedule > Deployment hubs 
> View device information such as low battery and > Actual and expected number of devices per location 

missing devices > Individual devices (blue) 
> Record in-field operations, deployment and > Device clusters (dark blue) 

maintenance in real time 

Note: Wrangler is fully integrated with Zoba to inform strategic deployment and rebalancing. 

Last 7 Days 
LAST 7 DAYS ZDS 

From Dec 3rd t a) 

San Diego Southwest 9:00PM for A 8 6 7 D S 
chee 

Dec 10 2021 DAILY ZDS 

he ZDS results by day, from D 

100% ZDS 

Zoba offers the ability to view deployment compliance in various ways; by specific route, particular day or by the entire market. 

Zoba 
A widely respected and utilized software platform used by micromobility operators to understand fleet 
dynamics. We use the information to rebalance using Zoba’s insights — ridership, local car congestion, daily 
weather, day of the week, and time of day — to ensure useful, compliant and revenue-generating distribution. 
Zoba recommends where to deploy scooters to meet demand, and refreshes and analyzes its 
recommendations on a daily basis to capture demand shifts from new rider acquisition and expansion into 
new areas. 

= East San Diego 

rokee Point 

Zoba's ‘Recommended Deployments’ map shows Zoba’s Optimized Demand map helps identify and 
recommended deployments in City Heights based quantify demand across the city. This view also 
on historic demand patterns, current weather, and _ indicates areas that are over- or under-supplied. 
other inputs.





PEAK HOURS, SPECIAL EVENTS & STREET SWEEPING 

Our proactive approach to rebalancing allows us to plan ahead for peak hours, special events and street 

sweepings. 

Peak Hours 
During peak hours, our two top priorities are: 

Mitigate Congestion & Oversaturation 
To minimize traffic congestion during peak hours, we prefer to use scooters or e-cargo bikes in dense areas. 
To minimize drive time, fleet staff take the safest, least congested route to deployment drop points. We 
financially incentivize riders to “naturally rebalance” the fleet during peak hours to underutilized corrals and 
reduce saturation (i.e. “Return your device to this corral and receive $1 off your next ride’). 

Maximize Ridership 
We strategically deploy devices near transit stops and high demand corrals at peak commute times. 

Special Events 

We are committed to supporting large-scale events, helping to relieve congestion and support safe access around 

road closures. We have deep experience working with cities and other operators to cater to special events, and have 

done so in San Diego as well. In addition to referencing the City’s special events calendar, we meet on an as-needed 

basis to present strategies and establish plans for large events, proceeding only after we have sign-off from the City. 

“LINK made it a breeze to get around town during the Comic-con. Quick, fun & easy to maneuver.” 

San Diego Rider, January 2022 

Event Procedure 
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Major Annual Events 

Day Of The Event 

OVERVIEW 

=> 

> 

Refine our approach at least one month 
prior to the event and coordinate with 
other operators and the City. 

Establish clear lines of communication to 

ensure real-time response to any issues 

if needed. 

Staff additional employees at the event 

area to interface with the community 

> Respond to any issues 

> Proactively rebalance nearby devices. 

> Implement temporary geofences, send 

in-app notifications and valet park 
scooters in predetermined, approved 
locations. 

KEY OUTCOME(S) 

Confirmed contacts for all 
stakeholders 

. Confirmed increased 
Staffing 

Effective rider communication about 

event procedures 

. Safe parking and riding during the 

event 
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In Case Of Emergency ~ John Singer, our local Operations 1. City and other event stakeholders 
Manager, is the City’s main point of can easily communicate with the 

See page 104 for our contact. Superpedestrian team if necessary 

complete inclement 

weather and emergency 
response. 

Spotlight: Event Procedures in Action 

4. In 2021, we successfully implemented our event procedure at: 

December Nights 
CicloSDias, 

Rock-N-Roll Marathon 
TacoFest at Waterfront Park 

CRSSD 
ComicCon V

u
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<. On December 2-6 upon request from the City, we swiftly set up a temporary No 
Ride, No Park geofence for the Taste of December Nights event. 

«. At CicloSDias, we were the only operator to proactively implement a slow 
zone. 

Superpedestrian tabling at the CicloSDias event. 

Street Sweeping 

Over half of our full-time staff are trained Street Sweeping Specialists. Their responsibilities include nightly routes 

to move devices out of corrals prior to the City’s sweeping schedule. Our routes fully account for each night's 

sweeping specifics, across every neighborhood in the city, and the times associated with sweeping. We've leveraged 

the City's interactive street sweeping GIS data to build nightly routes around the removal of our devices to 

accommodate cleaning. This robust and thorough process ensures that our devices never obstruct the 

predetermined routes of sweeper vehicles, promoting a cleaner local community. We can confirm that this 

approach works because we've yet to receive an infraction from the City and have been in full compliance with 

removals for street sweeping. 
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INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS & DATA INFORMED PRACTICES 

Internal Communication 

Smart operations are built on good communication. Our local team uses tools to support cross-team 

communication, ensuring the team establishes and meets goals and local regulations. 

TIMING OVERVIEW COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS 

Shift Start The full team meets with the shift supervisor to: > In-person discussion 
> Wrangler 

> Analyze a map of the city with real-time scooter > Zoba 

locations and hubs capacities 
> Review daily objectives/ timelines 
> Discuss potential issues to take into account while on 

the road (e.g. weather, events, etc) 

During Shift © The shift supervisor drives shift initiatives remotely | > In-person discussion 
(or from in the field) to ensure: > Wrangler 

> Slack 

> Daily milestones are achieved > Phone calls 
> Drivers follow the day’s plan 
> Allnew reports or escalations are remedied 

Shift End A formal group review: > In-person discussion 
> Email 

> Overall performance for the day 
> Direct individual feedback 
> End of Shift Report includes notes collection to pass 

along to the next team 

The day's notes are shared with the incoming team to 
provide a high-level snapshot on market health and current 
priorities. 

Data Informed Practices 

Our approaches to deployment and rebalancing are inherently data-driven. Our operations platform Wrangler, in 
conjunction with Zoba data, allows our teams to be nimble and responsive to real-time data, adjusting SOPs and the 
number of devices available at particular hubs. In San Diego, we've made changes to based on data and learnings 
from the following resources: 

Sweep, Inc. Requests 

Sweep’s reporting provides insight to problematic parking, congested areas, or compliance concerns. Using the 

insight gathered from Sweep and Get it Done reports, we modify the number of deployment hubs, hub 
capacities or institute geofencing limitations. As an example of data-driven modifications to field operations, 
we removed Mission Beach and some Balboa Park hubs after repeat issues. This proactive removal of hubs 
fosters a clean, frustration-free community. 

Equity Dashboards & Corral Mapping 

Our data team creates dashboards featuring an array of localized market information. We continually add and 
modify dashboards with ridership information about equity zones, like trip start and end locations, average 
ride duration, vehicle idle time, ride frequency and other variables so that we can better understand how to 

effectively serve the neighborhoods. 

Using the equity dashboard, we worked with the Boulevard BIA and local community stakeholders to 
determine the most appropriate corral locations in City Heights and presented these to the City for 

consideration. 
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REAL-TIME COMPLIANCE 

We use a number of tools to support real-time operational compliance. In particular, these tools support our team 

as they quickly react to a number of potential issues across the San Diego service area. 

Zoba 

Provides real-time deployment insights. These insights help our team ensure deployments occur only in 

pre-approved and compliant hub locations. The insights also indicate adherence to correct deployment 

quantities and hub capacities ( 4 max devices). Zoba insights are updated in real-time and offer alerts when 

compliance issues arise, so our team can quickly take action. The following images show information as our 

team sees it: 

A partial route that was flawlessly 

followed. “0” indicates that each 

hub is appropriately supplied in 

accordance with local regulations 

and our anticipated demand 

model. 

A partial route with deployment 

hubs that have yet to be fixed. 

These have a negative number 

indicating how many vehicles 

should be within the hub. 

This sort of operational outcome 

triggers a performance-related 

conversation between our 
operations manager and the 

associate. 

Contextual Real-Time Feedback 

In addition to Zoba's deployment recommendations, our team has implemented a ‘photo-on-delivery’ strategy 

for all individual deployments. In a market with regulatory complexities such as San Diego, we know that we 

require an additional layer of security to ensure ongoing compliance with local deployment rules. 

Photo-on-delivery requires employees to post a photo to our local Slack channel for additional scrutiny. We ask 

critical questions of each photo to support real-time compliance. The questions also create an opening for 

constructive feedback, revealing flawed hub locations and helping to maintain a high level of uniformity in field 

presentation. 
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Key Compliance Questions For Review 

> Is there a fire hydrant within 15 feet? Allan 12:43. aM 
Mid city 

7 files + 
> Is this drop-off location too close to a 

bus station? 

If yes, does this hub’s location require revision 

in Zoba and Wrangler? 

> Are there nearby competitors’ devices 

that could result in more than 4 

devices within 40 feet? 

> How far away and accessible is the 

sidewalk’s ADA ramp (if not in a 

corral)? 

images submitted to the Operations Supervisor for review in our 

internal Slack channel during a recent overnight deployment 

Wrangler 

provides real-time information about all scooter and Lines 
hub locations and orientation, giving our team an 

accurate overview of all our devices. This feature is 

critical for mandatory corral parking areas like 

downtown. Within Wrangler, the operations team can 

create “Rebalance Tasks” in real-time, which are 

assigned to a current nearby field operator, who 

becomes responsible for rebalancing devices to a 

compliant location. Wrangler also flags compliance meme icndly Taver 
violations like hubs with over 4 devices. When flagged, 013 | E 

we easily create rebalance tasks to remove scooters y Ave 

from the non-compliant location. Fs vet aay Genteel Coffee Co 

1g
 
uo

} 
HW
we
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The image shows three real-time situations in Wrangler: 

1. The "i (left) indicates a tipped over scooter, which automatically sends a Wrangler Task to upright it. 

2. The same tipped-over scooters on Arizona Street need rebalancing to an approved location. 

3. Another hub on University that exceeds the city’s required hub limit. 

QUICK RESOLUTIONS FOR DAILY COMPLAINTS & ISSUES 

Automating City Tickets 

We leverage an automation software to immediately funnel Get it Done and Sweep requests to on-the-ground 

employees. As soon as a LINK-specific ticket is created on either of those platforms, the software immediately 

transfers all relevant information to both the local team’s email and Slack channel in an easy-to-read format. Our 

management team then assigns the task to the appropriate on-the-ground associate who is then responsible for the 

requests resolution. On average, our Get It Done response rate is well under 60 minutes. 
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Additional Response Strategies rr) 
We take extra steps to ensure our team addresses any LINK Sans 
scooter with an issue, even if the complaint never reaches our GP2uw2 
team’s inbox. Additional strategies include: Available / In Field / in Possession eet 

History | Detail 
> Consistently monitor the Get it Done website for all Battery Level: 82% the Shout 

operators’ requests, not just LINK’s. We do this because Last Comm: Fri, Dec 10, 2021 6:10 PM 
we've noticed that responses sometimes mistake the Location: [32.71,-117.16] | Abe 
different scooter’s branding. Malntenence: Fess inc 

Inspect Reasons: None 

> Manually create Wrangler pickup/rebalance tasks based on Hee. 
reports from our field teams. We color code tasks based on al Cente 
the level of urgency and provide clarifying notes as needed. . 

Byco 
Cont 

Screenshot of setting a manual Wrangler pick-up 
task based on in-field issue identification. 

On-Going Issues 

> 1-2x weekly hub audits and ridership reviews to proactively mitigate overcrowding in parking corrals and 
activity in consistently oversaturated areas across the city. 

> 1-2x weekly team meetings to discuss compliance concerns. The team reviews our operational expectations 
and we clearly re-iterate the City’s regulations. 

> With our Proactive Parking Audits (SECTION K-1), we follow up with individual riders who are out of 
compliance with local parking requirements. 

In Oakland, Superpedestrian is the quickest to respond to SeeClickFix (311) requests, more than 
twice as fast as the next most responsive operator. 

"LINK successfully competed for a Dockless Vehicle Sharing permit in Oakland. LINK has been very 
responsive to service requests received through our Oak311 public issue reporting system. LINK has 
addressed and closed all service requests within the three hour time limit, and has not incurred any 
citations.” 

Kerby Olsen, City of Oakland 

INCIDENT RESPONSE & RECORDS 

We keep detailed records of reported incidents involving our scooters. Safety records will be reported to the City ina 
timely manner, with immediate notification for any emergency issues and monthly reporting for non-emergent, 
minor issues. 

In the event of an incident involving a LINK scooter, the Superpedestrian Incident Response Team: 

Determines the severity of the incident and ability to continue with the following steps. 
Records the rider's statement. 
Reviews the rider's trip history and behavior (e.g. speed at the time of the crash). 
Contacts and works with a third party administrator to support information collection from all parties. 
Works with insurance and additional parties to fairly resolve. oe
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While our customer support team responds to the rider, the local operations manager is responsible for: 

> Disabling and removing the scooter from public space 

> Quarantining the scooter at our warehouse where the team then conducts the following: 

Ts 
2: 
3 

Reviews the scooter’s repair history. 
Conducts a physical inspection and test ride. 
Investigates the VI sensor data for any electrical data for abnormalities or damage. 

Note: If the device is involved in a serious incident/injury, it will be quarantined indefinitely or 
until any legal hold has been lifted. Then the device would be recycled in accordance with our 
recycling standards. 

following the resolution of any legal proceedings. 

WEATHER & EMERGENCY RESPONSE STRATEGIES 

Providing the City and the City's Mobility Board with a report outlining these efforts and their outcomes 

Safety is our top priority as a company and we take the safety of our riders and our employees very seriously. We 
have built Standard Operating Procedures for both groups so that we can effectively react when major issues arise. 

Below we discuss the strategies for how our team responds to issues in the field. For our employees, our team has 
been trained on our Emergency Action Plan which complies with OSHA regulations 29 CFR 1910.38, Emergency 
Action Plan. We are happy to share this employee-facing plan with the City upon request. 

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

PD
 

Preemptively 
Reducing Fleet Size/ 
Removing Scooters 

Responsively 
Removing Scooters 

Instant Fleet Lock / 
Unlock 

Restoring Service 

Adjusting SOPs 

Local operations teams monitor weather 

patterns to prepare for forecastable events, 

and follow Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) for reducing fleet size or, if 
necessary, removing scooters from the 

road within 24 hours. 

Unexpected natural disasters happen in 

California. Thankfully, with our scooter's 
precise GPS data, supported by embedded 
redundant GPS beacons, our fleet is easy 

to find, even under onerous conditions. 

We also respond to in-bound removal 

requests from the City and others in 

response to anticipated events. 

All LINK scooters in San Diego can be 
immediately disabled from riding, or made 

available for anyone to ride, as determined 

by the nature of the emergency and the 

preference of the City. 

We have standard procedures to secure 
our operations center facilities to ensure 
continuation of service after the 
emergency event. 

In the event of emergencies, we are 

prepared to coordinate procedures with 
guidance and standards from 
organizations such as FEMA and the CDC. 

Tropical Storm, Hurricane, Tsunami 

Our preparations begin 72 hours before 

forecasted landfall by pulling all scooters, 
securing our operations center and vehicles. 

Earthquakes, High Wind Events 

Our scooters are equipped with automated 
tip-over alerts, which notify our team to perform 
targeted sweeps to right scooters that have 
moved or fallen over. 

Wildfires, Public Maintenance 
Our operations team will work with the City to 
proactively address fleet considerations related 
to encroaching wildfires, trash removal, 

construction, or upcoming events. 

Evacuation 
All scooters could be unlocked and made 
available to people as evacuation transportation 

If scooters were removed from the field, we 

often choose to redeploy overnight so as to 
improve operational efficiency, avoid traffic 
congestion, and ensure the prompt resuming of 
service. 

COVID-19 
Following CDC and EPA guidelines, we 
implemented a new cleaning regime and rider 
communication strategies. 
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5. Describe the hours for device availability, customer service support, and field support (ie. outreach, rebalancing and maintenance). 

DEVICE AVAILABILITY 

We offer 24/7/365 service because we believe 24/7 service is the most equitable approach to micromobility so that 

all users have access to sustainable and affordable transportation. 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

Our customer support team is available 24/7, with a toll-free phone number answered by a live representative 24/7. 

We offer multilingual phone and email support in over 250 languages. Please see page 1179 for more information 

on the multiple customer support mediums we offer, including our integration with the City’s Get It Done portal, 

which we were one of the first to integrate with and respond to immediately. 

FIELD SUPPORT 

Our field staff are available and working 24/7 in San Diego. In addition to general operations activities (right} that the 

team accomplishes during each 8-hour shift, the team also monitors the Get It Done portal and is in close contact 

with our 24/7 Customer Support team. 

10PM Field Support Hours & Activities 

Deploy scooters 
Redistribute sccoters 

Locate missing scooters 

Pick up scooters for recharging 
Return & plug in scooters for recharging a

k
w
W
N
>
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6. Provide a plan for achieving Citywide coverage and balancing, including the nature and frequency of rebalancing throughout the day to address 

accessibility, provide availability, and avoid overconcentration of devices. Include timing or duration key performance metrics that would be used to 

address compliance for devices out of compliance with state or City regulation or that are out of service. 

We are proud of our proven ability to provide scooter access and availability to San Diego's residents and visitors. 

Our approach is certainly informed and supported by ridership data and technical tools like Zoba. However, at the 

end of the day, our goal is to do what's best for our community. We truly believe that our ability to achieve a 

responsive service is a result of: 

> Our team of native San Diegans making thoughtful decisions for their community 

> Local feedback about our service 

> City guidance and regulations 

> Data-driven recommendations from technical tools like Zoba 

“Okay, let me say the quality and the availability of the link scooters never cease to amaze me. The team 
has truly executed this company's deployment flawlessly.” 

San Diego Rider, January 2022 

REBALANCING AND COVERAGE: NATURE & FREQUENCY 

Coverage and rebalancing are integrated concepts for our team. 

> Defining “rebalancing” 
For our team, “rebalancing’ is a 3-part cycle that occurs during each 8-hour shift throughout the day: 

STEP 2 - Pick-up scooters and bring them in to the warehouse 
(" STEP 1 - Drop off charged scooters using deployment rules and Zoba demand model 

(> STEP 3 - Charge low charge scooters — Return to STEP 1 

It's clear that Step 1 of our rebalancing process also supports meeting coverage requirements. 

In Step 2, our team follows a pick-up hierarchy in order of priority: 

1. Offline vehicles 
2. Out of service area vehicles 
3. Out of service (e.g. under 20% charge and/or otherwise un-rentable) 
4. Tipped over alerts and other OM-created tasks 

In Step 3, the vehicles brought into the operations center receive a full battery charge, thorough 
inspection, cleaning, and repairs (if needed) before they're approved for redeployment. 
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Rebalancing Zones 
Our local team has broken up our 
San Diego service area into three 
zones: 

Mid City 
Primarily a mix of residential and 
commercial uses 

Southwest 

A mixed-use zone with diverse 

populations and rider profiles 

The Beaches 

Where we see the most recreational the Beaches 

activity 

Mid-City 

While these geographic zones are dynamic and subject to change (typically due to shifting ridership patterns, major 
local events, and seasonality) we distribute scooters equally across each zone — rather than optimizing only for 
ridership — so that we can ensure access and availability to our entire service area. 

Typical Rebalancing Operations 
During each 8-hour shift we assign at least one van per zone, staffed by Operations Associates (OAs). 

Drop Offs 
In line with the rebalancing cycle above, OAs leave our operations center with a van full of fully charged 
scooters. They leverage Zoba’s smart-routing feature to create an efficient drop-off route across their assigned 

zone — minimizing vehicle miles traveled (VMT), while also dropping scooters off so they align with 
distribution requirements and anticipated rider demand. 

Pick Ups 
With drop offs complete, the OAs have an empty van that can accommedate low charge scooters, scooters in 

need of repair, or scooters that need to be physically relocated from areas of overconcentration. The CAs 
again set up an efficient Zoba smart-route to accomplish these tasks with limited VMT. 
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STRATEGY 

Automated Updates 

Dynamic Battery 
Charging 

Zoba-Recommended 
Deployments 

24/7 Active Staffing 

Event Planning 

Outreach 

New Rider Initiatives 

DESCRIPTION 

Using Zoba and Wrangler, we've automated pickups for scooters that sit 
idle for 72 hours. We can modify this interval based on City's preference, 
demand/seasonality, and large events. 

Throughout the week we decrease the battery charge requirement for 
pickups each day. So on Monday scooters with 30% charge are brought in 
for recharging, but by Friday, we prioritize scooters with 20% or less charge. 
This approach means that by Friday, following lower ridership days, our 
deployed fleet is almost entirely fully charged and ready for increased rider 
demand. 

By assigning more devices for pickup by increasing this threshold over the 
week, we consistently “touch” at least 25% of the fleet daily. More touches 
means cleaner scooters, improved rider experience (more fully charged 
scooters), and consistent fleetwide adjustments (like on-scooter swaps) in 
short timeframes. 

When we increase pick-ups to recharge scooters, we also get a chance to 
use Zoba's deployment recommendations. This means the scooters that 
come in for charging are re-deployed to locations that are optimized for 
ridership. 

With 24/7 on-site staff, we literally work around the clock to ensure we have 
charged devices available across San Diego for our riders. 

Shifts end with returning low-charge scooters to the Operations Center. The 
next shift then is responsible for deploying those same charged scooters, 
keeping our fleet active and available across the city. 

We maintain a calendar of local events so we can strategically plan 
deployments to capture the uptick in demand (while minimizing ROW 
impacts). We apply localized expertise and subjectivity, helping to maximize 
trips and rider satisfaction. 

To support community engagement, we train all staff to easily speak to 
Superpedestrian’s mission and business approach. Our field associates 
also carry information they can share including our: 

City-specific webpage: wwwlink city/sandiego 
Rider discount programs (e.g. LINK Up and LINK Serv) 
Contact information for the local operations team 

Promo codes for discounts and trip credit o
o
o
o
 

Our Marketing and Community Engagement teams run initiatives to invite 
new riders. If given the privilege to serve San Diego in the coming years, we 
will further expand these programs, especially more directly targeting San 
Diego's non-English speaking populations. Some recent initiatives include: 

o First-time rider $6 ride credit promo offered during our launch 
o Direct mailing to 100+ City Heights’ businesses and organizations 

o $10 ride credit promos to volunteers at Superpedestrian- sponsored events 
(e.g. Ocean Beach Holiday Parade, Surfrider beach cleanup events) 

o Sponsored social media campaigns with short term promotions 
o More examples can be found in Section L. Equity Programming. 

GOAL 

$ Idle time 

¢ Utilization 

4 Idle time 

¢ Utilization 

¢ Utilization 

$ Idle time 

t Utilization 

t Utilization 

t Utilization 
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COVID-19 SAFETY PROTOCOLS 

As COVID-19 continues to impact health and safety worldwide, we are committed to ensuring that our workers, 
riders, and communities are as COVID-safe as possible. We describe our cleaning process on our website. We use a 
disinfectant that meets the EPA's requirements for use against SARS-CoV-2 (the novel coronavirus that causes the 
disease COVID-19). If awarded, we plan to review our procedures with the City of San Diego to ensure compliance 
with the City’s guidelines and will continue to adjust, as necessary, throughout the term of the permit year. 

Sanitizing Procedure 

Aoply sanitizer to the handlebar, bell, 
throttle, and brake lever 

Apply sanitizer to the entire front column 

Leave sanitizer in place for one minute to ensure 

complete disinfection 

After one minute, wipe all surfaces dry 

9. Describe how customers can communicate issues, including what alternative means will be provided for customers requiring accessibility 
accommodations to communicate, how this is tracked, and how their concerns will be responded to, and the timeframe for response. 

CUSTOMER-FOCUSED OPERATIONS 

To guarantee rapid and high-quality customer service, teams across the company work to ensure that: 

1. Our customer service channels are responsive and easy to use for everyone 

2. Customer service principles inform our operations procedures 

3. Wehonor our commitment to continuous improvement 

"Very impressed by the timely, effective and knowledgeable customer care | have experienced. Great 
job of capably executing a customized resolution specific to the issue | needed assistance on. No 
script, no shuffling between other associates, just direct open communication that solved my issue. 
A pleasantly efficient positive service experience.’ 

San Diego Rider, March 2021 
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Customer Support Channels & Response Times 

Our support team can be contacted 24/7. Our support email as well as website are clearly displayed on the scooter 
itself. On average, callers speak to a live human, based in the United States, within 50 seconds and we respond to 

email/app inquiries in 9 minutes. Additionally, we were one of the first to integrate with San Diego's Get It Done 
platform and we now respond immediately to all inquiries. We also take a proactive approach with stakeholders to 
ensure compliance, meeting with business associations and resident groups to address issues before they occur. 

Email 

Representatives are reachable 24/7, and multi- 

lingual support is available at support@link.city. 

Phone 

Live representatives can be reached 24/7 using 

this toll free number: +1-844-701-8163. Multi- 
lingual support is available. 

Get It Done integration 

Requests made to the City through the Get It 

Done web portal are routed directly to our local 
team. These requests go directly to our 

Operations Associates, and are added to their 

task queue for the day. 

Social Media 

We respond and track resolution of direct 
messages that we receive across our social 

App Store Responses 

Our team responds to Apple and Google Play app store 
comments and works to resolve any issues. 

LINK App 

The “Report Issue’ option in the app’s main menu 

contacts our support and/or operations teams, as 

appropriate. You do not need to be on-trip in order to 

report an issue. 

Direct Line To Local Team 
For the City and key local businesses we provide direct 
contact information for our local team so that we can 
be reached in the event of a concern or emergency. In 

particular, we proactively share business cards with 
major real estate developers and businesses so that 

their property managers know who to reach out to in 

the event of a scooter-related issue on their property. 

media platforms. 

wallet 

History 

Help 

Re; 

LINK-Up 

Safety 

Sign out 

Reporting an issue using 
the main menu button. 

Reporting an issue using 
the shortcut button. 

Customer Service Tracking 
Our Operations Team is tasked with maintaining a high-functioning, responsive fleet. Our highly integrated fleet 
management platform, Wrangler, allows our local team to be responsive and maintain a safe, well balanced fleet, 

while ensuring the public right-of-way is always prioritized. 

Scooter: 27541 
‘Ost 31, 2:23PM 

Fare total 

Charged 
‘Auto-reload (+Bonus $5 
= 2a 

Reporting an issue after 
ending a trip. 

9 Please, select location 

‘SELECT ISSUES 

O tegal parking 

O Fallen aver 

DO other 

Submit an issue to our 
customer service team. 

Reported issues are then 
shared with our field teams 

for prioritization. 

Superpedestrian leverages Zendesk (CRM) to give us a comprehensive view of customer experience. We can set 
service level agreements (SLAs), monitor speed to resolution, manage the qualitative and quantitative measures of 
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our resolutions, analyze customer sentiment, all to meet and surpass a best in class level of service. Our operations 
platform Wrangler is integrated with Zendesk to ensure that complaints reach our staff promptly. 

ACCESSIBILITY ACCOMMODATIONS 

For customers requiring accessibility accommodations, we provide the following ways to communicate: 

Accessible App Requesting Accessible Vehicles 
Our mobile application conforms to WCAG Level AA To reserve an adaptive vehicle, the rider uses our 
and our in-app text, font size, and color contrast webform - accessed through the main menu 

follow best practices in design for legibility, including — in-app, via our website: www.link.city/accessibility 
for the color blind. or by calling our 24/7 customer service number 

where a representative will assist in filling out the 
Smartphone-Free Solutions form. We accommodate reservations with 24 

We offer Call-to-Start and cash payment options for — hours notice. 
those without a smartphone. 

Issue Resolution 
Braille Contact Information We work to respond to devices that impede ADA 
There are Braille identifiers with customer support access within 30 minutes or less. We track these in 
information on our scooters for the visually impaired. our customer support platform, Zendesk. 

We welcome discussions with the disability community and their allies and we are always happy to engage with and 

listen to make our program safer for the greater San Diego community. 

COMMITMENT TO ONGOING IMPROVEMENT 

In addition to our standard, high quality, responsive approach to customer support, we also are always looking to 
improve our offering. For example, in 2021 our customer support team reached out twice to current and former 
riders to learn more about how they perceived our service so that we can continue to improve our offering. We used 
insights from these surveys to develop our pass program and identify aspects of our service to further refine. We're 
continuing to add new features in response to customer and city feedback. Our Operation Managers meet on a 
weekly basis with our customer service team to discuss trends in specific customer service issues. These 
conversations result in actionable plays that improve customer satisfaction in our product and the ride experience. 
On a monthly basis at minimum the field, regional manager, and policy managers meet with the program manager 
from each city to discuss challenges and develop solutions together. 

10. Describe in detail the front and back-end technology. Including data availability, specifications and content and how you intend to comply with 
the City’s data sharing requirements. 

We have been in full compliance with the City’s data sharing requirements since our launch in 2021. This includes 
Populus, with whom we share our MDS feeds in San Diego and a number of other cities, and with whom we have a 

collaborative and communicative working relationship. 

FRONT & BACKEND TECHNOLOGY 

Our backend sends information to the Mobility Data Specification (MDS) and General Bikeshare Feed Specification 
(GBFS) feeds via a data streaming architecture, which passes data from scooters to city-facing endpoints within 
seconds, preserving data integrity along the way. On the front-end, our MDS feeds are RESTful APIs that use 
standard OAuth methods to authenticate users and our GBFS feeds are open to the public. 
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Data Availability 

Devices communicate updated information to the backend: 

> Each time they are scanned by our operations team 

> Every 30 min while off-trip, but available for rental 

> Every 5 seconds while on a trip 

Additionally, the LINK scooter’s Vehicle Intelligence operating system continuously runs checks and triggers 
immediate communication should any anomalies arise. The LINK scooter fleet can be easily customized to 
provide data at a higher cadence if necessary. 

Data Specifications 
LINK provides data in the Mobility Data Specification (MDS) and General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS). LINK 
was among the first operators to upgrade to GBFS 2.2, and continues to adopt the latest, most up to date versions 
of these data feeds to support our City and Maas partners. 

Data Content 

We have the ability to provide multiple different data points, including but not limited to: 

i)
 

Fleet Health 
The LINK scooter continuously monitors 140 data fields across its thermal, electrical, and mechanical 

systems and reports them in batches to the backend. These data fields include measurement of temperature 
and current flow across all electronic components and each individual battery cell. Additionally, device 
positioning and orientation is reported in each communication with data from the GPS unit and the 6-axes 

IMU (accelerometer/ gyroscope). 

Software Versioning 
With each status check reported to the cloud, the LINK scooter includes details on each version of firmware 

and geofencing active on the device. 

Device Trip & Status Information 

Detailed and anonymised trip information regarding beginning/end, trip path, device speed, and any 

associated events are recorded on the device profile in the cloud. 

Vandalism/Theft Events 
In addition to monitoring the health and safety of the internal systems, the LINK scooter is capable of sensing 
and reacting to different types of vandalism (putting scooters in cars, bringing scooters into buildings, 
throwing them in waterways, etc.). Each unauthorized event is recorded in the cloud and will alert the 

Operations team via Wrangler if immediate action is needed. 

Parking Activity 
Parking will be tracked and reported. This allows the Operations team to understand where additional devices 
need to be deployed and where devices need to be moved from in order to prevent oversaturation at any 

particular station. Additionally, the Operations team uses this data to understand which docks may benefit 
from upgrades and expansions. 

Rider Surveys 

As weve done in other cities, we are happy to partner with local universities, such as SDSU, UCSD or USD, to 

collect and analyze rider behavior. We will consult with the City to determine if we should conduct in-person, 
in-app and/or email surveys of riders, local residents and businesses to monitor and evaluate the public’s 
perception of shared devices and impact on single occupancy vehicle use. This will amplify City’s work by 
factoring in opinions of stakeholders. For example, we're working with the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition 
to conduct a survey to gather information about riders’ trip purpose, multimodality and safety concerns. 
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DATA SHARING COMPLIANCE 

We share data in every city where we operate and are able to provide accurate, privatized, and real-time data on our 
entire San Diego fleet through APIs built to the latest versions of the MDS 1.0 or GBFS 2.2 standards. We currently 
comply with the City of San Diego’s data sharing requirements through Populus. Please see the Appendix for a 
Letter of Support from Populus. Data that is not available through MDS (e.g. LINK Up membership), can be made 
available in CSV format on a regular basis. 

11. Describe your plan to protect personal customer data. 

SAFEGUARDING PERSONAL & FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

We understand the requirements of confidentiality, integrity and availability for the personal data we process, and 
have put measures in place to mitigate the associated risks, including: 

We isolate the storage of any customer identifiable information (e.g. phone number, email address) from 
operational data (e.g. location) or analytics data. 

All customer and operations data is encrypted in transit to/from our servers and isolated and encrypted at 

rest. 

Access to our customer data is subject to internal controls. We use a standard OAuth model for authorization 

and an industry standard role-based permission scheme to control internal access. 

Our organization adheres to 1SO27001, the international standard for information security. All company 
information is protected by controls set forth by |SO27001 — this standard includes internal access controls to 
PI. 

Financial Data 

As a business, we do not store credit card data and instead we trust our financial partner Stripe to do so. Stripe is a 

global, highly trusted payments platform that processes hundreds of billions of dollars a year in transactions for 

companies like Lyft, Target and Shopify. The company has an excellent PC| compliance and privacy track record, 

more information can be found on the Stripe website here. We can also provide our PCI compliance certificate upon 

request. 

12. Describe what, if any, user data you intend to collect and sell and if so, how this will be communicated to users and how they will be able to 

opt-out. 

Superpedestrian does not sell any user data. We collect data via the following methods in order to conduct our 
business and provide an exceptional service: 

1. User data via the LINK app 

2. Vehicle data via our continual software monitoring (VI) 
3. Operations data via Wrangler, our fleet management platform (e.g. maintenance logs) 

Some operators in the industry have chosen to partner with third parties to use their camera and/or sensor 
solutions for sidewalk riding and misparking detection. We have chosen instead to develop and deploy our own 
proprietary technology (Pedestrian Defense) in-house. This decision helps guarantee that rider and device data is 
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used only to improve our service and supply safety information to the city, rather than producing data for a third 
party development team. 

13. Describe how you will regulate the speed of devices for both new users and on-going speed management in compliance with state and local 
regulations. 

We consistently maintain speed limitations and changes - our superior geofence capacity and ability to.alter 
geofences within one hour or less ensures compliance with ongoing speed management. The maximum speed of 
our scooter is 15 mph in San Diego. However, LINK devices have speed governors, which allow us to comply with 
any speed limitations in specific areas. With a built-in speedometer, we communicate speed limits through the LINK 
mobile app as well as the handlebar LED ring (see page 72). As these change over time to adhere to state and local 
regulations, we can send out notifications in-app, on our social channels and in-person at events so that both new 
and long-term riders are aware of new speed regulations, and indicate in-app as riders near the slow speed zone. 

We take a proactive approach to rider and pedestrian safety, regulating speed through three primary tools: 

Slow Zone Geofences 
We proactively limit the speed of the scooter to the set parameters over different paths (i.e. roadways, bike 
lanes and sidewalks), and further limit speeds to align with the average walking speed of pedestrians for 
temporary and permanently congested areas. To highlight a few key examples: 

> We were amongst the first companies to adopt a recommended 8 mph slow ride zone in the Gaslamp 

Quarter to prevent potential rider-pedestrian issues in this busy corridor. 

> We were the only operator to mandate ‘corral-only’ parking in the Downtown area as required by our 

permit in attempts to keep pedestrian walkways, roads and plazas clear for safe travel. 

> We preemptively eliminated riding and parking along the Ocean Front Walk (Boardwalk) and Bayside 

Walk although local regulations permit riding up to 3 mph. 

> We were the only operator to institute an 8 mph slow zone during the Ciclosdias Pacific Beach event to 

ensure safety for all active transportation users during the event. 

Speed Management on Hills with Regenerative Brakes 
The LINK scooter is equipped with a regenerative rear electric brake that is essential to ensuring the scooter 

does not speed dangerously when going downhill. In side-by-side tests, we've seen others’ scooters go upward 

of 23mph when traveling downhill, while our regenerative brake initiates to ensure our scooter always adheres 
to the local speed limit. 

If a LINK device surpasses the set speed limit (this can occur when a rider is going down a steep hill without 

braking), the motor will gently engage its e-brake to keep the device at the set speed limit. This regenerative 
e-brake redirects the energy back into the battery when safe to do so, and otherwise dissipates the energy as 

heat. 

Slow First Ride 

Our New Rider Mode limits speed and slows acceleration for first-time riders, helping individuals acclimate to 
this new mode before operating at higher speeds. This doesn't just protect riders - it eases the learning curve 

so that other road users are not placed at risk as riders adjust to a new skill. In Seattle, WA we have 
successfully implemented this first time rider speed cap where new riders are limited to 10mph, and will roll 
out a customized version of the same feature for San Diego in 2022. 

Safety Score 
Our Pedestrian Defense technology detects unsafe riding behavior, including hard stops and swerving. At the 

end of each trip, riders get an in-app safety rating. Careful riders receive rewards, while those who need to 
brush up on proper rules get targeted education. Our partner cities can see aggregated data collected by 
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Pedestrian Defense in easy-to-use visual dashboards and can use the data to identify the concentration of 

misused scooters. Riders who exhibit low ratings may receive warnings, mandatory safety quizzes, 

educational materials, and may be subject to suspension if their riding is chronically unsafe. We can also 
adjust the rider speeds accordingly to promote and encourage safer behavior. These nudges, based on 

behavioral economics, catalyze behavior change by users. Over time, aggregate scores help cities see how the 

messages positively impact safety. 

UPDATING SPEED-RELATED GEOQFENCES 

We can create permanent and temporary no ride, no parking, and/or slow ride zones with a preferred lead time of 
one business day, though we are able to accommodate urgent requests within 30 minutes. This can include 
restricted areas and temporary stations/parking for events. 

We frequently implement temporary slow ride or no ride zones to accommodate events such as: 
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0
0
 

0 Padres Games 

ComicCon 

December Nights 

Port of San Diego Holiday Bow! Parade & National Funding 5k Run/Walk 
various farmers’ markets. 
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L. EQUITY PROGRAMMING 

1. Provide a summary of the overall equity program that is proposed. Include information on specific partners, events, best practices, and any other 

information that would clearly convey the program implementation. 

SAN DIEGO EQUITY PROGRAM AT A GLANCE 

2020-2022 PERMIT 2022-2025 PROGRAM 

LINK-Up Plan 70% discount on rides Unlimited 30 minute rides for free 

Events 6 events and sponsorships including Commit to 15 events per year, including 
City Heights Community Performances —_ one in each Council District 
and CicloSDias 

Local Partnerships o San Diego County Bicycle > Expand existing partnerships 
Coalition > TownCouncils 

o Second Chance > Community Planning Groups 
© Circulate San Diego 
© Ocean Beach Town Council 
o Downtown Partnership 
o South Bay Community Services 
o San Diego Parks Foundation 
o Cleantech San Diego 
o Black Girls Do Bike 
o East Village Association 

Distribution / 30% of trips start or end in A 30% deployment goal in Communities 
Deployment Communities of concern. of Concern in 2022, with an increase in 

deployment over the term. 

Sign Ups Nearly 200 LINK-Up and LINK Serv Commit to increase enrollment by 200% 
discounted program riders. through increased promotion of the 

enhanced plan at community events and 
planning groups, partnership expansion 
with Aqua Community Relations Group 
(ELBE), increased equity deployment, 
and targeted events. 

“AS someone who recently lost their job and had to go on food stamps for the first time in 
my life, | greatly appreciated the way that | was able to utilize those benefits for LINK!” 

San Diego LINK-Up Rider, January 2022 
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SAN DIEGO EQUITY PROGRAM 

Providing fair and equitable access to transportation options is a 
hallmark of successful micro-mobility service. Superpedestrian will 
provide the industry's safest shared mobility devices to the people of San 
Diego regardless of their socio-economic status. Our service is designed 
to meet the needs of all riders from the pricing structure, to strategic 
fleet placement near public transportation hubs, and rebalancing to meet 
the needs of a diverse ridership. 

In San Diego, our equity program encompasses partnerships, discount 
sign-ups for transit riders and low-income individuals, data-driven 
demand tools, and deploying in areas not serviced by other 
micromobility operators, including City Heights and Barrio Logan. We've 
reached out to and are working toward partnerships with local 
organizations throughout San Diego including iCommute, the San Diego 
County Bicycle Coalition, and members of the San Diego Equity 
Stakeholders Working Group to promote our equity program. As a San 
Diego employer, we realize that our equity impact also encompasses our 
hiring. We commit to hiring employees that are representative of the 
communities that we will serve, including residents from diverse ethnic, 

racial, educational and socioeconomic backgrounds. 

Community Partnership 

We have engaged Aqua Community Relations Group (ELBE) to develop a community outreach plan targeted 
at educating the underserved communities of City Heights, Barrio Logan and Southeast San Diego. 
Educational community programming will include micromobility works, how it may support their 
transportation needs, safety, rules of the road, and information on the low income discounts. We'll roll out this 
outreach campaign in 2022 and refine the program based on our success for the duration of the term. An 
overview of the plan can be found in Appendix D. 

LINK-Up Discount Program 

We currently offer a 70% discount on rides through our LINK-Up program (www.link.city/link-up) in San Diego, 
available to anyone enrolled in a state, local or Federal assistance program such as SNAP, housing assistance, or 
utility assistance. We actively advertise this program in our mobile app’s main menu, and conduct sign-ups at 
outreach events. 

Eligibility 
Anyone who receives local, state, or federal assistance is eligible to apply by submitting proof of enrollment in 
such a program. In San Diego, we honor the State Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP), Medi-Cal, and 
California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE), among others. We are always looking for additional, locally 
relevant enrollment criteria and welcome discussions with the City and local stakeholders to ensure our 
eligibility requirements are inclusive. 

Unlimited 30 Minute Rides for Free 

In 2022, we are excited to announce that we will offer a new LINK-Up plan that provides 
users with unlimited 30 minute rides for free. 
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Enrollment 
Signing up for LINK Up is easy: 

1. Go to the LINK mobile app main menu or website (link. city/link-up) 
2. — Fill out a form, noting San Diego as their location 
3. Upload their verification documents (e.g. a photo or scan of a government-issued ID and proof of 

enrollment in a social benefit program). We do not discriminate against non-drivers; any 
government-issued !D or additional legal form of proof of minimum age displaying the rider's name and 
address is welcome. 

4. Our customer support team reviews the application, updates the account with a unique discount code, 
and notifies the new member via email. 

2. Describe how your company will reach out to underserved communities as identified by the City’s Climate Equity index to coordinate education, 
programs, and deployment, that would allow for access to a mixed fleet of devices. Please include quantifiable targets for deployment in mapped 
communities of concern that will be complied with throughout the term of the contract. 

Superpedestrian has achieved more equitable distribution in San Diego with a smaller fleet size than other operators 
and is dedicated to ensuring our service meets the needs of underserved communities as defined by the Climate 
Equity Index. In 2021, 30% of all trips started or ended in Communities of Concern. We are particularly proud of 
our ability to serve City Heights and Barrio Logan where about 30% of LINK-Up enrollments reside. 

EQUITABLE DEPLOYMENT IN 2021 

LEGEND SUPERPEDESTRIAN IN SAN DIEGO 2021 

e Trip Starts and Ends 

[J] Communities of Concern 

{) Barrio Logan, Mid City, City Heights 

] —— Transit Routes 

30% of all 2021 trips started or ended 
¢=2 ina community of concern 
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In 2022 we have a goal of deploying 30% in Communities of Concern, expanding further into Barrio Logan and 
Council Districts 4, 8, and 9. We will reevaluate this goal with the city and community stakeholders each year 
thereafter. In particular, we plan to focus our attention on communities identified by the CEI to experience high 
transportation burden to provide a reliable first/last mile connection. 

For example, to increase deployment in the Encanto neighborhood in particular, we will: 

Continue to partner with Encanto-based organizations such as the Encanto Neighborhoods (Chollas Valley) 

Community Planning Group to host events to increase outreach 

Work with the City, local planning group, and other neighborhood stakeholders like business associations to 
ensure scooter parking locations are placed in the area, including areas near transit stops. 

Work with the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition to determine high areas of active transportation use, and 

with the Equity Stakeholder Working Group to ensure equitable deployment. 

ADDITIONAL OUTREACH & ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO DATE 

Superpedestrian will target community outreach to inform San Diego riders about the scooter program, rules for 
safe riding and parking, and our equity programs and policies. 

Events In compliance with local health guidelines, LINK will host pop-up events focused on safe 
riding, LINK-Up enrollment, helmet use, and distribution. 

Flyers/Hang Tags Distribute multilingual promotional flyers to businesses and attach hang tags to 
vehicles. 

Local Media Partner with diverse local media organizations as a part of a comprehensive and 

inclusive media strategy to encourage the safe use of scooters in San Diego. 

Social Media Leverage social media to amplify safety messaging and rider-focused programs. 

Out-of-Home Explore advertising opportunities in San Diego, which may include highly visible 
Marketing locations such as transit stops and bus shelters, to share targeted messaging. 

Superpedestrian is proactive to prevent an information gap between us and low-income communities. In our partner 
cities, we prioritize raising awareness of how accessible a LINK ride is. In San Diego, we have met with 
organizations that represent local interest groups, and will develop a comprehensive outreach campaign to continue 
to engage with organizations such as the Boulevard BIA, City Heights Community Development Corporation, Fair 
@ 44, and South Bay Community Services. We anticipate hosting rider-focused education at established events 
such as neighborhood block parties, cultural festivals, farmer's markets and on-campus events at local colleges and 
universities. Superpedestrian will also organize and host pop-up events in strategic deployment zones. 

At these events we provide free items that are reusable and provide value to the individual such as t-shirts, hats and 
water bottles. We will partner with local businesses to produce these items including Team Phun, a Pacific Beach 
based ELBE. 

We also want our all riders to be able to ride safely, so we have given out over 150 helmets to date with a 
commitment to distribute 1,000 helmets annually during our safety events. 
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Spotlight: CicloSDias Pacific Beach 

On November 7, 2021, Superpedestrian proudly 
sponsored Ciclosdias Pacific Beach, an open-streets 
event along Garnet Avenue. Open Street events 
temporarily close streets to automobiles so that 
people may use them for healthy and fun physical 
activities like walking, jogging, biking, and riding a 
LINK Scooter. Our local operations and government 
partnerships team members Walter Rosenkranz, 
John Singer, and Jacob Mandel partnered with the 
San Diego County Bicycle Coalition to distribute 
helmets, promote our LINK-Up and LINK Serv 
discount programs and_ provide _ safety 
demonstrations for new riders. 

We tabled at the event next to additional community resources, such as nonperishable food items, and 

distributed water bottles, hats and information on our discount programs, LINKUp and LinkServ. 

Spotlight: Fair @ 44 Market Place in City Heights 

In August and September 2021, our local operations team members Bryan Cook 
and John Singer attended multiple events organized by the Fair @ 44's to promote 
shared mobility use and provide resources on our LINK-Up program and discounts. 
We tabled the events to hand out free SWAG, help spread awareness, promote 
safety education and strengthen local engagement with the City Heights-based 
organizations, including Fair @ 44, the Boulevard BIA and the Williams Community 
Assistance Foundation, Inc. 
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John Singer, our local Operations Manager (above) with event attendees and LINK swag. 

oS 

On August 29, 2021 our local operations and government partnerships team 
members Walter Rosenkranz, John Singer, and Bryan Cook attended the San Diego 
Parks and Recreation Dept. Fern St. Circus Event at City Heights Community Center. 
We tabled this event to sign up new riders, promote our LINK-Up and LINK Serv 
discount programs and provide safety demonstrations. Our team distributed 75+ 
helmets, 100+ Superpedesirian branded water bottles and 100+ LINK-branded 
T-shirts to the attendees (primarily local children) to connect with the community. 

oes Se Mee We ae St MEOH org as 
Bryan Cook, our local Operations Supervisor (left) helps a community member sign up for LINK-Up. Walter 

Rosenkranz, our local Government Partnerships Manager (right) answering questions. 
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Spotlight: Personalized Letters to Local Stakeholder Groups 

Prior to deploying scooters in Mid Town and City Heights in 2021, our operations 
manager John Singer mailed hand-signed letters and information packets to over 
100 businesses and community organizations in those neighborhoods. The packets 
included multilingual flyers for our LINK-Up program, explaining the program and 
how to sign up for the discount. 

INCORPORATING COMMUNITY FEEDBACK 

We continuously create opportunities pre- and post-launch for the community to provide input on deployment 
locations. These valuable insights inform our team’s deployment, rebalancing and retrieval practices. 

> 

> 

We provide virtual and in-person community mapping for deployment locations throughout the program. 

We partner with local organizations to identify new ways to reach underserved areas effectively (i.e. 
announcing scooter availability at local businesses and restaurants nearby). 

We will host quarterly interactive events focused on deployment, listening to rider and community feedback 
on what is working, not working and could be created to increase equitable deployment. 

We worked with the Boulevard BIA and community members to map out corral locations in the City Heights 
neighborhood and presented these recommendations to the City for consideration. 

Surveying the Community 
In January 2022, we sent out a survey to our San Diego LINK-Up and LINK Serv riders to learn more about 
their experience with the discount program. Some key learnings included: 
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events, and offered new ideas that we will be trying, including: 

Incentivizing riders to recruit their friends to sign up 

Advertise discount programs more through social services (i.e. Food Stamps website), health clinics and 

community centers 

LINK-UP ambassadors to promote the program and attend local neighborhood meetings 

INCREASING ACCESS & AWARENESS FOR UNDERSERVED COMMUNITIES 

We recognize that it is more than just cost that blocks some communities from accessing shared micromobility 

easy, affordable access to our services. To further increase access and awareness of our LINK-Up programs: 

i)
 

We will facilitate “inter-neighborhood” and “intra-neighborhood” transportation options. 
To support underserved or less accessible local businesses, we will institute “Community Crawls” which are 
guided tours for “Best Pizza, Burgers, Tacos etc.” in the neighborhood. Crawls can also include visits to 
significant cultural institutions to showcase neighborhood vibrancy. Superpedestrian will also attend community 
planning group meetings within the City of San Diego to collect feedback on how to improve service and bring 
awareness to our programs in San Diego. 

We will provide multilingual education, outreach and support. 
Standard rider education and outreach strategies can inadvertently omit those who do not speak English as a 

first language. We work with local agencies to identify events, businesses, and places that serve minority 
populations, meeting people where they are. In addition, we can develop printed promotional and safe riding 
materials in the common languages spoken in San Diego, including Spanish, Tagalog, Vietnamese, and the 
Karen languages, and bring on multilingual staff. Our toll-free customer support number is answered by a live 
representative 24/7 and multilingual phone support is available for over 250 languages. We also offer 
multilingual options at our support email (support@link.city). The LINK mobile app is currently available in 
English, Spanish, Italian, German, Mandarin, Turkish, Swedish, Portuguese, Vietnamese and French. We are 

able to add additional languages with a month's notice. 

We will serve formerly incarcerated individuals. 
Partnering with local re-entry and job-readiness training programs, including Second Chance and the Center for 

Employment Opportunities to offer 1) job opportunities and 2) LINK-Up discounts, even if individuals lack a 
smartphone, credit card, or debit card. We acknowledge that folks in the re-entry process may have limited 
resources, insufficient identification, and limited access to some social benefits programs, and will ensure 

LINK-Up eligibility despite these limitations. We've discussed hosting rider training events with Second Chance. 

We will serve youth, elderly and disabled riders. 
LINK riders must be 18+ to ride; however, residents of all ages benefit from helmet distribution and safe-riding 

demonstrations. We will work with the San Diego Unified School District and youth-oriented organizations to 
inform families of the importance of wearing appropriate safety gear, following traffic rules, and why it is unsafe 
for minors to operate shared mobility devices. 

We also develop programming and giveaways on safe use and non-car transportation alternatives, such as 

bicycles. For example: 

> We donated pedal bicycles to the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition, providing equitable access to 
bicycles for families in need. 

> In Los Angeles, we partnered with the Los Angeles Police Department and the Los Angeles Unified 
School District to educate underserved youth on active transportation safety. Superpedestrian designed 
and distributed information in multiple languages to students and families on preventing unsafe riding 
practices and our discount programs in the area. 

and that it is incumbent upon our business to do the work to reach communities that would benefit the most from 
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3. Describe some of the ways in which your company will utilize data to ensure that access to a mixed fleet of shared mobility devices will be 
maintained throughout the term of this contract in underserved communities; this should include key performance indicators, surveys, and any 
other reliable methods. 

EXCEEDING EQUITABLE DEPLOYMENT 

Superpedestrian will deploy multiple fleet types across our entire service area and will ensure Communities of 
Concern have access to all device types. We will deploy adaptive, seated scooters in areas we anticipate ridership 
(Le. hospitals, community centers) or where there is the highest need for this fleet type. 

Tools to Support Equitable Deployment 
We consistently exceed equitable distribution targets. Using Zoba our team is able to thoughtfully map our 
deployment plan with a particular focus on underutilized and underserved areas, such as City Heights. 

i)
 

Key Performance Indicators 

Incorporating equity-focused data in our demand model - utilizing Zoba and the City’s Climate Equity Index, 

30% of our device trips are starting or ending in Communities of Concern already. We plan to exceed our 

already strong deployment by establishing a 30% goal for deployment into Communities of Concern in 2022. 

Local Team, Local Knowledge 
Superpedestrian takes pride in the fact that we hire in the communities we serve. Our team of W-2 employees 

are able to leverage their lived experience in San Diego as bikers, drivers, pedestrians, and scooter riders to 

bring local insights to our operations and tailor deployment strategies. We are also able to build and maintain 
relationships across the city in pursuit of equitable multimodal access. To that end, we will ensure we hire 
from underserved communities through our partnership with Second Chance. 

We have partnered with Second Chance as our workforce development partner in San Diego. Their mission is 

to help “justice-involved individuals achieve sobriety, economic prosperity and ultimately self-sufficiency” and 
we could not be more honored that they agree that our business model aligns with their mission. We are 

excited to partner with Second Chance to fill several operational roles with this partnership. 
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Equitable Outreach 
An equitable outreach plan that ensures strategic partnerships, event participation, and available resources 
when and where devices are needed most - We have engaged Aqua Community Relations Group (ELBE) to 
develop a community outreach plan targeted at educating the underserved communities of City Heights, 
Barrio Logan and Southeast San Diego. We plan to also attend Community Planning Groups in Communities 
of Concern to educate the public on our programs. We will educate these communities on how micromobility 
works, how it may support their transportation needs, safety programming, rules of the road and information 
on the low income discounts. 

“| think LINK scooters are helpful especially when the buses stop running. 
They are just fun to ride” 

San Diego LINK-Up Rider, January 2022 

4. Describe any rate-based incentives or alternative ways in which persons may reserve and pay for a shared mobility device that are proposed for 

the City of San Diego underserved and low-income residents and their communities. 

While price is not the only barrier for some riders, it is an important lever we use to expand service access. Our 
LINK-Up program currently provides a 70% discount for qualifying, low-income riders, with no deposit or 
membership fee required. In 2022, we will introduce a new program that provides all LINK-Up users 30 minutes of 
unlimited free rides. This approach to reduced fare ensures that individuals are able to utilize our scooters at 
consistent affordable base fares without compromising trip distances possible for individuals enrolled in the 
program. 

PAYMENT OPTIONS 

Digital Payment 
Payment can be made via the LINK mobile app with a credit card, debit card, or prepaid debit card. 

Cash Payment 
Riders can use cash to purchase prepaid debit cards or gift cards, which can be added to the LINK App wallet. 
We are open to working with the City to explore additional ways to facilitate cash payments, including 
partnerships with local institutions like libraries to allow for Link-up enrollment and cash payment 
transactions. 

SMARTPHONE-FREE USAGE 
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Call-to-Start 
LINK-Up members can create accounts and start and end trips, all by calling the customer service number on 
the scooter and/or speaking with our team over the phone. Riders can also create accounts by emailing 
support@link.city. This process is easier for some people, particularly seniors, and enables those with only a 
landline to ride LINK. 

For Riders Without A Smartphone 
We go through an initial verification process to ensure proper identification and qualification New riders 
contact customer support (available 24/7) and provide good quality digital photographs or license scans over 
email to complete enrollment. 
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5. include examples of existing equity programs that have been implemented in the City of San Diego or other similar cities, and the methods used 
to determine the type of program and/or deployment for the community, outcomes observed by residents, and key performance metrics that clearly 
showed successful implementation and reflection of the community-identified goals. 

KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL EQUITY PROGRAMMING 

Each community we serve is different. We've developed “best practices” and proven strategies to engage 
underserved communities and are consistently exceeding equitable deployment metrics that either we or our City 
partners set. We've established a market-wide baseline and make changes as we learn more about our successes. 
For example, our goal in San Diego is to increase our equitable deployment 35% and increase enrollment 200%. 

The key performance metrics we use to gauge successful implementation include: 
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Financial Discounts 
We offer a discount for low-income riders in all of our markets. Based on the different communities we serve, 

we offer more discounts to encourage enrollment and long-term program engagement. We always base our 
discount programs off of community needs. 

o In San Diego, we offered a 70% discount for LINK-Up users in 2021. If awarded, in 2022, we 

will enhance this benefit to provide all LINK-Up users with unlimited 30 minute rides for free. 
We also offer subscription passes, military and student discounts and transit discounts. 

Engaging with the Local Neighborhoods 

A crucial step in increasing enrollment in equity programs, we look to engage at local neighborhood meetings 
and community events to better understand how to serve the community. 

o In San Diego, we've attended events like the Fair@44 and the Fern Street Circus Event to 

connect with the people we're serving. 

o We worked with the City of Seattle to offer marketing materials including contact 
information, safe riding tips, and sign-up procedures for our LINK-Up discounted fare 
program in several languages. These materials, which are available from the Seattle 
Department of Transportation and LINK, are in Cantonese Korean, Mandarin, Somaii, 

Spanish, Tagalog, and Vietnamese. 

Committing to Equitable Distribution 

Deploying devices when and where they are needed most is often at the root of equitable access. We commit 

to equitable distribution metrics in each market, and often exceed metrics set by our city partners. 

o — In San Diego, 30% of trips begin or end in Communities of Concern. 

o In Seattle, the City requires that 10% of deployed scooter fleets are in Environmental Justice 
Communities Areas of Focus. In 2021, 17.1% of our trips began or ended in a 

City-Designated Equity Zones. 

o In Oakland, 50% of our scooters are required to be deployed in Communities of Concern 
(equity index), and we deploy over 57% in these communities, consistently exceeding the 

requirements. 

Measuring Outcomes Observed by Residents 

Through local events, customer support, our local team on the ground and surveys we maintain a consistent 

feedback loop with our discount program riders. This ensures that we understand what is working and where 

improvements can be made. 
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o Wesurveyed our LINK-Up and LINK Serv riders in January 2022. Results are included above. 

We offered a $5 credit to every rider who provided open-ended feedback, as it is essential to 
understand which new strategies to implement. 

o We surveyed our LINK-Up riders in Hartford, CT in October 2021. The results indicated that 

our users rode LINK more because of the discount programs and sought more 

parking/infrastructure to support the devices. 

Measuring Success 

o Los Angeles, CA 
Our goal for the LINK Up program is always to offer affordable and easy to access 
micromobility for all. In Los Angeles, this goal was imperative to serving such a diverse city. 
In addition to targeting program sign ups, we prioritized modal shifts in the most 

underserved communities in LA and measured our success in terms of utilization. 

Since our launch in LA in September 2021, in addition to deploying over 35% of our vehicles 
in DOT designated priority areas, we have increased LINK-UP enrollments 

month-over-month since launch, yielding nearly 2,000 program participants in just four 
months time. Program participants average 1.15 rides per day with us, riding over 130,000 

trips with LINK since launch. We accomplished this through best practices in rider 

engagement, focusing on in-language outreach to riders and a mention of our LINK-UP 

program at community engagement events to ensure that we maximized the power of word 

of mouth referrals to build our program. 

o Seattle, WA 

In Seattle, we set out to ensure underserved areas of the city have access to e-scooters. 

The city required that 10% of our fleet be deployed in underserved areas of the city and in 
2021 we averaged 17.1% of our fleet deployments in equity areas, exceeding the city’s 

requirement and all other operators. 

o Additionally, the LINK-Up program provides significantly discounted fares to income 
qualified individuals and grew steadily throughout 2021. Superpedestrian actively promoted 
this program at community events in partnership with SDOT and various community 

organizations. In September 2021, there were 400 active LINK-Up riders that took 9,990 
trips, totaling 11% of the total trips taken in Seattle. 

Our commitment to deploying in equity areas, combined with promoting the LINK-Up program to the 

community continues to grow and provide affordable, environmental transportation solutions for 
everyone in the community. 
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M. ACCESSIBILITY, COMPLIANCE AND EDUCATION 

The people of San Diego deserve a well-run micromobility program and an orderly right of way. Superpedestrian will 
implement (or continue to implement) extensive measures to meet the City’s compliance, to adhere to our own 
stringent safety standards, and to be a good neighbor. The summary of our approach is below, followed by detailed 
responses within each question. 

Accessibility 
1. Accelerated response times to prevent ADA-infrastructure infractions 

2. ADArider and operations team education 

3. Coordination with disability rights advocates and groups 

4. Cross-operator cooperation 

5. In-app accessibility, compliant with WCAG Level AA 
6. On-device features (braille identifiers, bell, LED handlebar lights, audible 

rider alert, optional lock-to) 

7. Targeted outreach (i.e. community surveys)Title VI strategies to engage 

under-served, under-represented, and Limited English Proficiency populations 

8. Translation of key material for non-English speakers 

Parking Compliance 
1. Al Parking 
2. Alignment with Vision Zero and the City’s Vision Zero Strategic Plan, 

2020-2025 goals 
3. Daily parking audits and correction 
4. End of ride photo 
5. Parking Compliance Action Plan 
6. Pedestrian Defense (hyper-accurate geofencing, rider feedback, and 

aggregate safety data within Civic Insights Dashboard) 

Penalty program 
Rider incentives 

9. Rider safety scores 
10. ROW Compliance Toolkit 
11. Tip-over detection 

12. Virtual corrals 

Education (in-app and in person) 
Community listening sessions 

Community pop-up events 

In-app introduction to local regulations to unlock first ride 
In-app rider quiz 

In-app safety reminders 

Intoxicated riding awareness campaigns 

Literature drops and neighborhood mailings 

Outdoor safety awareness marketing campaigns 

Partnerships with advocacy and special interest groups 

Safe riding and parking trainings 
Text-based education programs R
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EXPANDING ACCESS 

As a newcomer to the San Diego market, Superpedestrian focuses on expanding deployments in Mid-City with an 
emphasis in City Heights, an area that other micromobility operators have overlooked. Superpedestrian would 
partner with the City to identify hot spots in Identified Equity Communities, which directly supports Action 3: Budget 
and Build Improvements, with Increased Focus on Communities of Concern. 

PROMOTING GOOD BEHAVIOR AND SAFE RIDING 

Our promotion of good behavior and safe riding go further when we collaborate with community partners. proud of 
our partnerships with the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition and Black Girls Do Bike San Diego to develop a safety 
curriculum. We plan to consult with local experts, including the League of American Cyclists-certifled Cycling 
Instructors (LCls), University of California San Diego public health researchers, and other advocacy groups to further 
promote safe riding practices. We envision bringing this curriculum to public events throughout San Diego County, 
contributing to the City’s Action 4: Engagement and Enforcement. 

We are excited to sponsor “Love to Ride San Diego Active Transportation Expos,” throughout February 2022 in San 
Diego City Council Districts 4 and 7, where we will: 

> Educate the public alongside the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition, the Urban Collaborative Project, and 
neighborhood stakeholders, including local hospitals 

> Host safe riding and parking demonstrations 

> Distribute LINK-Up discount program information and free helmets 

> Donate several bicycles for the event raffle to increase event participation 

Since we began operating in March of 2021, we've prioritized community engagement. While meeting with San 
Diego stakeholders to understand how to improve our service, many identified unsafe riding and sidewalk clutter as 
a concern. We'll continue gathering feedback and refine our operations, rider education, and safety as identified in 
Action 5: Community, Education, and a Culture of Safety. 

LEVERAGING OUR ROW COMPLIANCE TOOLKIT 

To offer the highest compliance rates, we use a mix of on-board technology, in-app education, and in-person 
outreach. Our on-board maps, Vehicle Intelligence, and the forthcoming Pedestrian Defense, coupled with 
comprehensive engagement strategies and our W-2 workforce, comprise Superpedestrian’s ROW Compliance 
Toolkit. The toolkit will enforce geofences and protect people in a way that the City has not yet seen. This toolkit is 
outlined below: 
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01 Enforce 02 Educate 03 Encourage 04 Correct 05 Penalize 

Technology Educational Programs Software Features Operational Initiatives Discipline Protocols 

> Geofencing > In-person safety training — Financially incentivized — Parking audit patrol > Safety score 
> Pedestrian Defense > Text-based educational parking tracking 
> Alparking program > Penalty program 

enforcement tool > In-app safety reminders 
> Tip-over detection > In-app rider quiz 

Product and Research & Marketing and Community Central and Local San Diego Local Customer Support (CS) 
Development (R&D) teams Engagement (CE) teams Operations team Operations team team 

SECTION M. QUESTION 3 & 4 SECTION M. QUESTION 2 SECTION M. QUESTION 5 SECTION M. QUESTION 2 SECTION M. QUESTION 6 

2. Describe your education and enforcement focused approach to parking in a manner that is safe, legal, and complies with local and state law. 

Maintaining orderly parking is essential to a successful shared micromobility program. We will combine Pedestrian 
Defense technology and insights with education, incentives, and enforcement tools to maintain orderly parking in 
compliance with local and state laws. 

PEDESTRIAN DEFENSE ENSURES PARKING COMPLIANCE 

Accountable Right of Way Management 
San Diego is defined by its built environment, open spaces, coastal landscape, and the right of way. 
Superpedestrian is in the Pedestrian Defense pre-launch stage of mapping sidewalks, plazas, streets, street 
directions, bike lanes, parking corrals, and geofenced zones. We'll continue to define and refine prohibited 
areas, including ADA-accessible infrastructure, parking garages, and private outdoor spaces. This information 

will be universally available on our Pedestrian Defense devices and displayed in-app. However, changes to the 
cityscape are inevitable. Our team will work with City officials to review sanctioned changes or construction 
impacting the right of way, and communicate to our riders. Our Over-the-Air software updates instantly, 

informing all vehicle systems. 

Curbing Non-Compliant Parking 
Riders are required to submit a photo of the scooter properly parked at the end of their ride. Riders who 

attempt to end a trip in prohibited areas will be prevented from doing so by a combination of the on-board 

detection system and backend validation. Pedestrian Defense knows if a scooter is parked correctly within a 
geofence. We'll collaborate with the City to determine small, accurate parking geofences. Upon trip 
completion, our in-app instructions advise riders how to responsibly park their vehicles. For example, a 
notification indicates, “You are attempting to park on a curb ramp. Please park the scooter at least three feet 
away from this area”. Visual map cues provide additional guidance, ensuring that riders end their trip in a 

parking-friendly location. Pedestrian Defense's pinpoint precision provides riders with the knowledge to do 
right. 

Behavioral Insights Inform the Rider 
Pedestrian Defense technology gathers the overall safety characteristics of a ride, compiling safety scores. 
The intentions of the safety score are twofold: to alert non-compliant riders that they are breaking rules of the 
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road, and to enable cities to track aggregate trends. Riders who routinely exhibit high safety ratings may be 
rewarded with perks, such as discounts on future rides. Riders who exhibit low ratings may receive warnings 
and educational materials, and may be subject to suspension if their riding is chronically unsafe. These 
nudges, based in behavioral economics, catalyze behavior change by users. Over time, aggregate scores will 

help the City of San Diego understand how the messages positively impact safety. Learn more about safety 
scores on page 123. 

EDUCATION 

Dedicated Staff Lead Community Engagement 
The cornerstone of successful outreach is trust with communities and partnership with local organizations. 
Therefore, our dedicated, full-time Community & Marketing Manager identifies and oversees relationships 
with stakeholder groups, including those that represent senior citizens, disability rights, and underserved 

populations. We also seek partnering with neighborhood associations, local businesses, and advocates 
representing environmental, cultural, and equity interests. Our Community & Marketing Manager Jacob 

Mandel is a San Diego native, deeply invested in improving active transportation in the community. Learn more 

about Jacob on page 52. To support expanded operations, we plan to hire additional engagement staff. 

We Meet People Where They Are 

We'll continue hosting regular rider-focused education at pop-up events and other appropriate opportunities, 

with a target of 15 events annually within the contract term. We seek venues to educate, distribute free 
helmets, foster community partnerships, and support pedestrian/cycling interests with the diverse San Diego 

community. We tend to host these at cultural, university, and special interest events, and within strategic 

deployment zones. 

We're excited about several upcoming initiatives, including partnering with the San Diego County Bicycle 
Coalition and Black Girls Do Bike to develop a safety curriculum and sponsoring the Love to Ride San Diego 
Active Transportation Expos. 

Superpedestrian staff speak with community members at a San Diego pop-up event. 
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Safe Riding Awareness Outdoor Campaign 
Outdoor media campaigns are an effective way to raise awareness towards safe riding. Through our suite of 
custom illustrated posters, we can raise awareness of LINK devices and encourage good practices in a 
friendly tone. We plan to implement an outdoor media campaign in San Diego to promote positive rider 
behavior similar to the Nottingham campaign described below. This campaign will draw on the local flavor of 
San Diego. 

Case Study: Safe Riding Outdoor Campaigns in Nottingham 

Our 2021 Nottingham, UK safety campaign leverages digital street hubs, local print 
media, and supermarket billboards. 

Custom San Diego In-App Safety Reminders 
We offer custom in-app safety messaging, including city-specific laws and regulations, through banner 
notifications. These are available: 

> On the home screen prior to the first ride. Riders must accept this message before continuing, which 
is followed by a device check before the trip. 

> Every 24 hours after the first notification. 

> Any time through the HELP section on the left side of the app. This redirects riders to our website 
(https://www.link.city/help), where we link to San Diego's city-specific rules. 

RIDE SAFE — WEAR A 
RIDING AND PARKING IN HELMET 
SAN DIEGO 

LINK offers discounted helmets with 
our partner Bern 

Ride safely » Purchase eny helmet on the Betn. 
pe website and enter code 

+ Wear a helmet “2 LINKXBERNGS at checkout for 25% 

+ Always follow local riding - off 
lows 

+ No intoxicated riding 

+ One person per scooter 

* 18+ years old 
+ Riders must be 18 and older, We 

verify age and valid license with 
an in-app ID scan, 

+ One person per scooter always 

+ Wear a helmet 

| —— 

Ride Safely Screen In-App Banner Notifications City-Specific Page in the HELP Section 

Before each ride Link to the SD specific screen Displays local rules in full detail 
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Our experience shows that educating riders during the registration process is the best way to convey the local rules. 
Therefore, new San Diego riders must review and acknowledge local rules in-app before unlocking the device for 
their first ride (Seen below). These are also displayed on our website at link. city/sandiego. 

1002-4 
B link.city @ link.city 

Park respectfully: 
Rider safety: 

+ We recommend parking your 
scooter next to a tree, electrical 

box, sign post, or red curb. 

+ Riders must be 18 and older. We 
verify age and valid license with an 
in-app ID scan 

+ Park scooters close to each other. + One person per scooter always 

+ Wear a helmet 
Never park a scooter: 

Rules of the road: + Within 500 feet of a hospital or 
school 

+ Don't rid idewalk: ciliasieiaibialnnisintiay + Within 15 feet of any MTS (bus or 
+ Always yield to pedestrians trolley) stops, stations, benches, 

+ Obey all state and local traffic signs, shelters or kiosks 

laws, including: + In or near ADA access zones or 

© Never ride while intoxicated ramps 

or under the influence of any + Within 15 feet of fire hydrants 
mind-altering substances 

+ In vehicular drive lanes 
© Use bicycle lanes . 

* On private property or along 
© Obey all traffic signs and driveways to private property 

signals 5 + Blocking designated pedestrian 
paths 

Park respectfully: + Within 15 feet of a fire hydrant 

+ We recommendaarking your + Blocking driveways 

Riders must acknowledge the rules and regulations (listed above) prior to completing registration. 

In-App Rider Quiz 
Riders who exhibit unsafe riding behaviors or park incorrectly must complete a mandatory in-app safety quiz. 
Educational materials focus on rules of the road, proper parking, sidewalk riding, giving way, pedestrian safety, and 
more. 

Pee i am 2 

@Q-—e—e— o—e o—_o—_@—e—e 

Should you ride on pavements? Should you ride in cycle lanes? Is it legal to ride private When do pedestrians 

e-scooters on the road? take priority? 

© Allthe time 

YES NO YES NO YES NO O Sometimes 
QO Never 
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SAN DIEGO REAL-TIME PARKING COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

San Diego is the first city where Superpedestrian has implemented its real-time Parking Compliance Program with a 

proven track record. This innovative, multi-pronged plan is backed by our daily in-person parking audits and our new 

Al Parking enforcement tool. This last tool enables us to automatically identify misparked scooters from end-of-ride 

photos and send an education notification to the rider in real-time. 

Every San Diego team member participates in the Parking Compliance Program daily within our 24/7 deployment 

and relocation workflow. They correct misparked scooters along with charging, maintenance, and rebalancing 

tasks. We can audit every area in San Diego daily, offering higher compliance standards, rather than focusing on 

correcting problematic areas. 

PARKING COMPLIANCE ACTION PLAN 

STEP 1 

Proactive Parking 
Audits 

STEP 2 

End of Ride Photo 

Review 

STEP 3 

Rider Education 
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TEAM 

San Diego 

Operations team 

Software 
Engineer team 

Customer 

Service team 

ACTIONS 

1.1. Team performs physical > 

audits to correct parking that 

does not comply with local 

restrictions 

1.2. Team evaluates and > 

aggregates data on poorly parked 

scooters such as type of 

misparking and scooter code 

1.3. Patroller scans the scooter, > 

and it immediately sends a push 

notification education to the last 

rider associated with the scooter 

2.1. Image recognition model > 

powered by Al is trained to 

identify misparked scooters 
among end of ride photos 

2.2. If a poorly parked scooter is 
detected, tearn send a push 

notification to the last rider 
registered 

3.1. Team sends push 

notification education to all 
perpetrators riders noting 

infraction; issues warning that 

account may be blocked if 
behavior is not corrected 

3.2. Require serious offenders to > 
complete an in-app safety quiz; 
trigger in-app educational 

screens to inform riders 

CITY BENEFITS 

Prevent street clutter and 

improve safety for 

pedestrian and vulnerable 

groups 

Data collection helps City 

detect problematic areas 

and follow up its progress 

Identify riders to follow up 

regarding their behavior 

Capacity to review large 

datasets of photos 

Remind rider of San 
Diego's local rules 
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STEP 4 Customer 4.1. For repeat offenders, > Deter riders who do not 
Rider Discipline = Service team temporarily or permanently correct unsafe parking or 

blocks account riding 

Community 4.1. Require banned rider to 
Engagement complete a refresher safety 
team training 

Note: Our Operations and Customer Service teams are trained on local parking ordinances. In the scenario that a partner 
city creates their own proper parking training material, we integrate it into our training. 

Once Pedestrian Defense is rolled out in San Diego, we will be able to locate parking infractions more accurately 
through its accurate and reliable scooter location. Thus we will detect more parking violations and, at the same 
time, ease the learning curve of parking rules and improve rider behavior throughout the city. 

Incentivizing Good Behavior 
We incentivize riders to end their trip within approved, designated parking zones. The incentive amount can 
be customized per parking zone. Implementing incentivized parking is useful because it: 

1. Facilitates first- and last-mile connections to transit 

2. Encourages riders to park vehicles where they'll be useful for the next rider 
3. Decreases travel burden on field operator 
4. Reduces the amount of vehicles that accumulate in residential or lower-traffic zones 

Learn about our detailed incentive strategy on SECTION M-5. 

3. Describe the technology and equipment you will utilize to manage parking and encourage parking in City corrals or other designated mobility 
hubs. 

Superpedestrian is one of a few operators that currently abides by the City’s corral parking regulations 
downtown. We encourage parking in City corrals through in-app incentives. Once City-wide corral parking is 
mandatory, we will use incentives to encourage natural rebalancing to reduce oversaturation of hubs and promote 
hub use near transit stops. Additional management strategies to promote corrals and mobility hubs includes: 

Physical Device & On-street Infrastructure 
We can equip devices with lock-to technology and invest in on-street infrastructure for corrals, such as 
charging stations. 

Out-of-home Advertising & Outreach 
We will conduct targeted neighborhood mail campaigns and literature drops at local libraries to inform 
neighbors of corral parking. 

Hub Planning 
We welcome the opportunity to map safe and accessible corral locations, as we did for our City Heights 
deployment. 

Please refer to information in SECTIONS M-4 and M-5 regarding our technology to manage parking. 
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5. Describe strategies to incentivize good customer riding and parking behavior; be specific about what will be offered and at what time. 

INCENTIVIZING GOOD BEHAVIOR 

One way to encourage good riding and parking behavior is through positive reinforcement. We outline our approach 
to incentives below. 

INCENTIVE AVAILABILITY 

Parking Incentives. We use incentives to manage over- and under-concentration across our Current 
service area and support transit connections. When a ride ends in a designated corral the 
rider receives a discount toward future trips (e.g. $1 off the next trip). 

When city-wide corral parking is required, we will increase our use of incentives to As ready 
encourage riders to end trips at underutilized corrals to limit over- saturation at high-traffic 
corrals, such as those by the beach area (e.g. “Return your device to this corral and receive 
$1 off your next ride’). 
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Text-based educational programs. We have a text message educational and quiz program Current 
to train LINK riders on safe riding and parking tips. Riders receive trip credit upon completing 
a 5-day course (one text per day). 

Social media marketing. We run social media campaigns for riders to post photos that Current 
depict safe, responsible behavior. As with our in-person incentives, we will randomly reward 
riders who post photos that depict helmet usage and other forms of safe, lawful and 
responsible riding behavior. 

Safety trainings. Attendees who join us for our in-person safe riding courses will receive Current 
discounts toward future trips and/or a free helmet. 

Helmet selfies. At the end of a trip, riders will be rewarded with credit toward future trips for At launch 
wearing their helmet while riding. 
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Aggregate safety score tracking will incentivize riders for good riding behavior and result in Q2 2022 
penalties for who are chronically unsafe. 

Mixed fleet use. Our marketing team will use in-app promotions to expand ridership on new Q2 2022 
form factors (e.g. “Enjoy $5 off your next trip to try out our e-bike or seated scooters!”). 

Partnerships with local orgs. Alongside organizations like iCommute, we'll provide Q1 2022 
incentives to commuters who use LINK scooters for their first- and last-mile trips. We will 
offer promo codes for iCommutes users and also work with them to promote our 20% off 
Proto Pass discount. 
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Pedestrian Defense our technology, this step will then be accompanied by a warning that if our scooter 
detects erratic or unsafe riding, the ride may be slowed or stopped and the rider flagged in our system. 

If a rider indicates that they are inebriated, they will not be able to proceed with their reservation. 
Instead, they will be shown information about reserving a taxi or local public transportation. 

A note on sobriety tests. We've taken a research-based approach to identifying and preventing intoxicated riding. 
Many operators have introduced cognitive field sobriety tests in their mobile apps. Studies show that these can 
have an unacceptably high error rate, up to 48%". 

Our research and consultations with leading advocacy organizations have convinced us of the dangers of this 
approach: 

o A false negative on a cognitive field sobriety test (when a rider passes but is actually intoxicated) can create 

a false sense of security in one’s ability to operate a device. 

o A false positive on a cognitive field sobriety test (when a rider fails, but is not intoxicated) can 
disproportionately occur for non-native English speakers or individuals who may have learning disabilities, 

leading to discriminatory service. 

1, Rubenzer, The Standardized Field Sobriety Tests: A Review of Scientific and Legal Issues, Law and Human Behavior, Vol. 32, No. 4, 

pp. 293-313 (Aug., 2008) see, e.g., p. 295 

Individual Violations Response al : : ; ; : : 
Riding under the influence is a Tier 3 Unacceptable violation. Users will have their account terminated. 

Repeat Violations 
Superpedestrian can utilize, among other strategies, the following tools In response to repeated 
instances of impaired riding: 

> Localized, time-based, geofences such as Nighttime Slow Ride Zones in entertainment districts. 

> Push notifications or in-app evening reminders for all riders with warnings about intoxicated riding. 

Dry January Campaigning 
In January 2022, Superpedestrian conducted a sober riding campaign in San Diego consisting of paid and organic 
social media posts, rider email, in-app notifications, and out-of-home placements to encourage good riding 
behavior. We plan to extend this awareness campaign, increasing out-of-home placements, such as distributing 
coasters that read "Don't Drink and Scoot” in summer within the Gaslamp and Pacific Beach nightlife districts. 
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Posts 

{2 inncysunepeteson 
(0 always be safe. Don't drink 

Don't scoot and drink. 

Seriously. 

Cav 
975 views 
linkbysuperpedestrian We can't stress this enough. 
Don't drink and seoot 

m Qa 6 6 

Social and SMS text messages shared with riders for our January 2022 sober riding campaign. 
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8. Describe all accessibility features and elements of your operation, including but not limited to equipment and customer service/interface. Also 

include how you will comply with all local, state, and federal accessibility regulations and any education you will be providing to riders. 

i)
 

Response Times 
In markets where we operate, Superpedestrian ensures that ADA complaints are prioritized: on average, 
customer service will elevate parking concerns to market ops in under 30 minutes for pick-up or re-parking. 

ADA Education 
Safety programs, ADA access, public information, and education are major components of the overall 
Community Engagement and Marketing Plan that are intrinsically linked and drive our marketing efforts. Our 
team will integrate safety and ADA access messaging into all community engagement and marketing efforts. 

Title VI | Reaching Under-Represented Communities 
As part of our community outreach strategy development, it is important to include and engage under-served, 
under-represented and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) community members. Providing these groups with 
information about micromobility and LINK by Superpedestrian devices requires planning to overcome 
language and economic barriers. To accomplish this, we will attend and present project information at 
community meetings for faith-based, ethnic, and cultural organizations, and events hosted by social service 
agencies and senior citizen centers. We also translate key material for non-English-speaking audiences. 

Feedback From The Disability Community 
We are engaged with a number of groups and individuals in the disability community in Rome, Italy, Columbus, 
OH, Seattle, WA, Oakland, CA, New York, NY and Cambridge, MA where we're testing and evaluating an array of 
adaptive vehicles to inform our adaptive vehicle program. We have focused in particular on three-wheeled 
electric vehicles and a shared application of the Firefly, a device that converts a manual wheelchair to a 
powered wheelchair. We have logged feedback in each city and look forward to investigating the best 
implementation in a similar, community-feedback driven process. 

In San Diego, we will work with organizations like Paralyzed Veterans of America to ensure our resolution 
procedures align with any ADA access issues identified by the disability community. 

Cross-Operator Cooperation 
Everyone benefits from an orderly micromobility ecosystem. When re-deploying, our operations team often 
intervenes if a fellow operator's device is tipped over and we encourage communication between companies. 

On-Device & In-App Features 
We have a number of features on device and in-app that provide further access to our riders and safeguards 
for non-riders. These include but are not limited to: 

Braille identifier on the neck of each scooter with contact information 

for our support team (left) in ADA approved sizing (right). 
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Accessibility Compliance 
Superpedestrian complies with local, state, and federal 
accessibility regulations. 

In-App Messaging 
Our mobile app conforms to WCAG Level AA. We also 
offer accessible messaging options for people with 

different abilities (color blindness, visual and auditory 

impairment, etc.). 

24/7 LED Handlebar Lights 
LED handlebar lights are continuously on to increase 

visibility and deter hazard to the rider or pedestrians. 

Braille Identifiers 
On each scooter (seen below). This includes customer 
support information on each scooter for the visually 
impaired community to contact our team directly with 
any accessibility concerns. 

Bell 
The scooter bell allows riders to alert pedestrians, cyclists, 

and other road users. 

Audible Alert 
Our scooters make a noise to inform the rider when ridden 
into a No-Ride Zone, to correct the rider's course. 

Parking Photo Requirement 
We require photos at the end of every ride and immediately 

follow-up with riders who parked incorrectly. 

Lock-To (optional) 
We can provide devices with intuitive external locks and 
in-app instructions using simple graphics. This promotes 
order. We will work with the City, other operators, and local 

stakeholder groups to ensure sufficient parking locations 
and a successful tethering experience without impeding 
access for private bicycle owners. 

9. Summarize any other ways in which you propose to increase user safety, through targeted outreach, technology and data, or device operation 
management. 

Safety is at the core of everything we do at Superpedestrian — from how we engage with communities, to how we 
design our vehicles and platform technology, to how we hire and train our team of W-2 employees. 

promotions and discounts” 

“| have tried most e-scooters and strongly feel that LINK is most importantly the safest in 
terms of stability, braking, maneuvering, and visibility. They also have a wider footbed, cushy 
but easily sterilizable handlebars, brakes on both sides, and an app that works amazingly 
well, even if you are out of cell service but can get wifi. The company also has great 

San Diego Rider, January 2022 

Targeted Outreach 

We've conducted targeted outreach to local community stakeholders, discount program riders and advocacy groups 
that represent the people we serve and non-riders to increase user safety. In 2022: 

PD
 

> Wewill host a Safety Review Board in tandem with the City's new Mobility Board, providing shared mobility 
data on an as needed, quarterly or yearly basis. We understand this Board is advisory and volunteer — we will 
make presentations to the Board on feedback we receive from the community to best inform new user safety 
programming. 

> Weve already engaged the accessibility community to determine how to best safeguard pedestrians, 
especially those with disabilities. 

> We distributed and collected two surveys in late 2021/early 2022 — one to riders overall and one to discount 
program riders to increase user safety for all. We will partner with the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition and 
other stakeholders to survey the community to reduce unsafe riding behavior. 
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> In one of the recent surveys we conducted, 70% of respondents were men. We will improve safety for our 
female riders through organizations such as CirculateSD and Black Girls Do Bike. We will host safety events 
like the Love to Ride Active Transportation Expo to survey female riders, and host listening sessions to make 
all of our riders feel safe riding LINK. 

> With the leaders and PR professionals at the UCSD Trauma Division and UCSD Hillcrest, we are working on 
phase one of a public education campaign, which will include PSAs, events, and in-app, social, digital, and 

out-of-home advertising that employ proven public health strategies and messaging. 

Technology & Data 
As outlined in SECTION J-3 and SECTION J-4 our Vehicle Intelligence and Pedestrian Defense technologies were 
developed to increase user and pedestrian safety. VI actively safeguards riders and detects any issues with the 
vehicle, and Pedestrian Defense precisely detects and corrects unsafe behaviors in real-time. Once launched, our 

Pedestrian Defense technology will provide aggregated safety scores for each rider and record trends in unsafe 
riding behavior. We will share this data with the city, and use it to inform safety education campaigns, outreach to 
individual riders, and enforcement strategies to increase rider and pedestrian safety. Please refer to SECTION M-6 
for more information about our rider safety scores. 

Device Operation Management 
Our local team is driven by a safety first culture and approach to operation management. Our standard operating 
procedures, maintenance protocols, rebalancing practices and deployment strategies are focused on the 
occupational health and safety of our team and the riders we serve. Our culture of safety yields notable results, such 
as zero incidents/injuries in over 292 days. As a testament to our international safety standards, there have been 
zero LINK scooter battery fires in any market where we operate. 

To further increase user safety, we conduct the following operations procedures: 

1. Deploy in approved locations deemed safe and accessible by the City. 

2. Rebalance to eliminate oversaturation or congestion. 

3. Respond within one (1) hour or less within City regulations, with a 30 minutes or less response time to 

requests that impede ADA access to increase safety for riders and residents with disabilities. 

4. Upon pick up, we perform extensive safety checks on every device redeployment. 

5. Through our Level Up Train the Trainer events, our local team is trained up on local regulations and safety 
protocols, making them a great resource for our riders in the field. 

6. We've included more information on our safety protocols and device management procedures in SECTION K. 
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Vision-Based Safety for Our Drivers 

In January 2022, we installed Netradyne’s smart technology dashboard camera solution that will help keep our 
Superpedestrian drivers safe on the road. Netradyne’s vision-based Driveri® safety camera system uses 
cutting-edge technologies in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Edge Computing to reduce driving 
incidents, protect against false claims, and empower drivers by providing awareness of risky driving behavior and 
rewarding safe driver decision-making. We've included the compliance reporting feature, which our Operations 
Supervisors use to see exactly how each driver is performing, keeping our team and San Diego roadways safe. 
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High Risk Driving Coachable Driving Event Driving Risk Safety compliant driving —_ Positive driving decisions 

Immediate attention Individual driver trends Measurement of driving number of driving that immediately reduce 

recommended and coaching focus environment & habits minutes without risk environmental risk 

All drive time falls into one of the above risky or good driving categories, that get compiled into straightforward manager reports. 
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N. SUSTAINABILITY AND INNOVATION 

Micromobility helps cities decarbonize transportation, which is why sustainability is core to LINK scooter 
development and fleet operations. From the beginning, we've built our scooters to last more than five years. The 
biggest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions in the scooter industry is manufacturing. By building a scooter 
meant to last, we drastically reduce our carbon footprint. Additionally, because we are vertically integrated, we can 
more effectively control and reduce our greenhouse gas emissions throughout the entire supply chain. We measure 
— and manage — our operational footprint, and we share our sustainability metrics, goals, and progress publicly. 

Our mission is to contribute to the livability of cities by providing transportation solutions that are built around 
people, not cars, and to reduce pollution and congestion, while providing a safe and efficient way to move people 
through cities. Our mission is to actively lower our emissions and only offset as a last resort. We have set the 
ambitious goal for 2027 of less than 10 g of Co2 per mile. An average shared e-scooter emits 202 g of Co2 per km. 
We will achieve this goal by implementing a variety of initiatives including but not limited to: 

Reducing our manufacturing emissions 

Transitioning to 100% electric vans in our operations 

Transitioning to renewable and carbon free energy sources in our warehouses 

\ 
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Increasing the battery range in our next generation scooter 

1. Provide an overview of how shared mobility devices are related to sustainability within the City of San Diego. Convey a clear understanding of 
regional and City plans, policies and regulations that address sustainability and mobility. 

Superpedestrian is committed to providing sustainable and resilient transportation solutions in the City of San 
Diego in accordance with the City’s Climate Action Plan (more included below). In addition, Superpedestrian’s 
operations zone within the City of San Diego currently overlaps with two regional government bodies, the San Diego 
Association of Governments (SANDAG) and the Port of San Diego, both of which are currently in the process of 
updating their long-term strategic plans in the areas under their jurisdiction. Superpedestrian was proud to enter a 
data-sharing agreement with SANDAG in May 2021 and was among the first operators in San Diego to launch 
micromobility parking at transit stations for the opening of the UC San Diego Blue Line Trolley Extension. We have 
also collaborated with Port of San Diego staff on identifying micromobility hotspots and locations for micromobility 
parking in areas under their jurisdiction. Superpedestrian looks forward to our continuing relationship with the San 
Diego Unified Port District as they work towards finalizing the Port Master Plan. Our micromobility services will play 
a key role in the adoption of San Diego's new transportation future under SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Plan. Specifically, 
Superpedestrian’s micromobility services fit into all of the plan’s Five Big Moves: Flexible Fleets, Mobility Hubs, 
Complete Corridors, Next Operating System, and Transit Leap. 

Flexible Fleets 
Flexible fleets provide better access to transit and reduce congestion in busy urban neighborhoods. According to 
SANDAG, bikeshare and shared scooter services replace over 1/3 of trips that would have otherwise been made by 
driving, and more than 20% of micromobility riders use services like LINK Scooters to connect to public transit. 
Superpedestrian’s LINK scooters already provide this service throughout San Diego, providing an affordable and 
convenient option that reduces congestion and air pollution. 

Mobility Hubs 
Mobility Hubs are places of connectivity where different travel options such as walking, biking, transit, and 
Superpedestrian’s micromobility options come together to better connect San Diegans with their destinations. 
Integrated with Complete Corridors, transit riders can easily connect to and from their destinations with Flexible 
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Fleet services such as our LINK Scooters. SANDAG estimates that 60% of low-income households in the region will 
have access to Mobility Hubs by 2050. 

We will use resources, such as Connector Mobility Hubs in the Port Master Plan to effectively serve the hubs 
within the City of San Diego to provide convenient and affordable connections to public transportation. 

Complete Corridors 
Complete Corridors prioritize transit, active transportation, and shared mobility devices such as LINK Scooters to 
make the use of these services safer, faster, and more comfortable. Creating dedicated transit and Flexible Fleet 

lanes along with separate space for people who walk, bike, and use Superpedestrian’s micromobility services will 
reduce congestion and lead to better air quality. Connected to Mobility Hubs, Complete Corridors will allow San 
Diego residents and visitors to choose a multitude of transportation options to get to their final destination. 

The Next OS 
The Next Operating System (OS) is a digital platform that compiles transportation information from multiple 
sources into a centralized data hub. The Next OS provides people with information about their travel choices to 
make more informed choices about the best modes or routes to use. SANDAG envisions the Next OS in multiple 
form factors, including mobile applications and interactive kiosks that allow patrons to browse for, book, and pay for 
any mobility option they choose. Superpedestrian partners SANDAG and other public transit agencies in our 
markets to encourage first- and last-mile trip connectivity and bridge the gap between public transit, TNCs and 
micromobility. We welcome the opportunity to integrate our data into the Next OS. Our devices are integrated into 
the following public Maas, trip-planning apps: 

Bay Area Rapid Transit (San Francisco Bay Area, including Oakland and San Jose) 

Velocia (Seattle, WA) 
Pivot (Columbus, OH) 
WegFinder (Vienna and Austria) 

MyCicero (Turin, Italy) Q
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We recognize our responsibility as a contributing partner to San Diego's transportation system. Since May 2021, our 
company has been sharing data with SANDAG to support the 2021 Regional Plan. Please see a Letter of Support 
from SANDAG in APPENDIX C. 

Transit Leap 
Transit Leap creates fast, high-capacity transit services, connecting residential and employment centers throughout 
San Diego County. Transit Leap services will connect to Mobility Hubs, where Superpedestrian micromobility 
services provide last-mile connections for transit riders to their final destinations. 

2. Describe how your company will contribute to the implementation of the City’s Climate goals as established in the Climate Action Plan. 

Superpedestrian provides a sustainable, carbon-neutral alternative to driving a motor vehicle. The City of San 
Diego's Climate Action Plan eliminates half of all greenhouse gas emissions in the City by 2035, and 
Superpedestrian will help the City achieve this goal under Strategy 3 (Mobility & Land Use) in the draft Climate 
Action Plan. As the operator of a last-mile transportation solution, we complement local transit services and provide 
easy access to and from public transit stations, which is key to achieving 15% of transit mode share by 2035. In 
addition, shared micromobility services often serve as an introduction into active transportation and will greatly 
contribute to the City’s goals of 25% walking and 10% cycling mode share by 2035. Lastly, Superpedestrian already 
operates in and will continue to provide transportation solutions in Communities of Concern where transportation 
options are limited in order to reduce VMT in those areas. 
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With this data and feedback from the community we will locate our deployment hubs where people gather, such as 
convenience stores, banks and credit unions, higher education institutions, employment corridors, libraries, event 

spaces, and the locations of our community partners. We're prepared to deploy at key MTS bus and trolley stops to 
foster seamless multimodal trips. Stations include Old Town, 12th & Imperial, Balboa Avenue, Washington Street, 

Boulevard Transit Plaza, City Heights Transit Plaza, University Avenue, Euclid Avenue, and Encanto/62nd Street. 

By monitoring public transit and scooter demand, we respond to shifting mobility patterns in San Diego and grow 
connections to underserved communities. 

CURRENT TRANSIT LINKS 

LINK scooters provide an accessible, cost effective, on-demand travel option. We are fundamentally committed to 
multimodal connectivity and it is our goal to help “link” transportation options together to make sure riders get from 
point A to point B. By providing scooters at key locations throughout San Diego, we facilitate first and last mile 
connections, serve populations that need transportation options the most, and replace short car trips. We currently 
deploy the following strategies in San Diego, establishing meaningful first-/last-mile connections: 

Partnerships with Local Organizations 

We currently partner with local stakeholders such as the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition and Circulate 
San Diego and other groups to promote scooters as a viable form of transportation and an amenity. We are 

also working with SANDAG to become one of the first companies to join their Data Collaborative. We 
understand that micromobility supports the Flexible Fleets initiative in SANDAG's 5 Big Moves by providing a 
first and last mile option. Providing this data will support SANDAG’s evaluation of micromobility and will help 
shape policy going forward. 

Public Transit Partnerships & Integrations 

We will work with the San Diego Metro Transit agency, MTS, to place scooters near bus and trolley stops to 
encourage first/last mile trips, without blocking transit access. We will strategically deploy them at peak 
commute times, and target outreach for commuters. Superpedestrian will pursue a partnership with 

iCommute to provide incentives for commuters using public transit, vanpool, or other transportation solutions. 

For example, we actively partner with Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) for scooter parking at transit stops 

across Oakland and Emeryville, CA as well as with the Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) to deploy 
throughout Columbus, OH. We currently integrate with the Transit app to link shared mobility to MTS, and will 
integrate with the new Pronto app to promote use of San Diego’s Metropolitan Transit System. 

Third Party MaaS Integrations & Data Sharing 

We currently partner with third party Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) applications across the globe to promote 

trip planning, choice, and connectivity between our scooters and local transit. Local transit options and LINK 

scooters are available in Citymapper, Moovit, and Transit, which allows riders to find LINK scooters within 
their respective apps and seamlessly plan their multimodal trips in San Diego. We can explore modest 
integration with OneBusAway as well. 

We share data in all of our operating markets and are able to provide accurate, privatized, and real-time data 
on the entire City fleet through APIs built to the latest GBFS 2.2 standards so that any transit platforms can 
easily access our real-time device information. We comply with the Mobility Data Specification (MDS) which 
we will provide to the Populus for internal, non-public use. 
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7. Describe your firrn’s long-term business/operations plan that demonstrates an understanding of the San Diego market and culture. 

UNDERSTANDING OF SAN DIEGO'S MARKET AND CULTURE 

Superpedestrian is a proud member of the San Diego community, and our company’s values guide us to continue to 
be good stewards of community growth and leadership. Operating a transportation service in San Diego is more 
than just increasing ridership, it's about being a part of the dynamic and multicultural community fabric that makes 
up this great city. That’s why we tailor our services to each community we serve - from the language we speak to 
the stakeholders we engage with. 

From City Heights to Mission Bay, Downtown La Jolla to Barrio Logan, Ocean Beach to the Gaslamp, San Diego's 
individual neighborhoods are unique in their geography, diversity, and transportation accessibility. 

We take great pride in our outreach strategies before deploying our services in each neighborhood - meeting 

with local stakeholders such as Business Improvement Districts, advocacy groups, and neighbors to ensure 

that our service creates a positive impact. With an initial list of over 100 stakeholders and organizations we 
have reached out to (Appendix B) we are committed to continuing this engagement. We have staff that are 

dedicated full time to conducting this outreach and want to hear candid feedback on how best we can serve 
the city. For example, we understand that pedestrian safety is paramount so we have an ongoing 

constructive dialogue with Safe Walkways to understand their concerns. 

We regularly meet with regional stakeholders such as SANDAG, the City of San Diego, the Port of San Diego, 
and more to build out our San Diego operations to meet the needs of each community stakeholder - for 
example, San Diego has a large presence of active-duty and veterans of the Armed Forces, and we proudly 
offer our LINK Serv 30% discount to thank ther for their service. 

With more than 35 million people visiting San Diego each year, the tourism sector is one of San Diego's most 

significant economic drivers. Many San Diego visitors and nearly 200,000 tourism workers spend their time in 

Superpedestrian’s operating zone. We will continue to work with the San Diego Tourism Authority to provide 

safe, accessible, and affordable transportation solutions for tourists and employees in San Diego. 

We are engaged in an active partnership with SANDAG, sharing our data with them and were excited to be 

among the first operators to deploy our fleet alongside the Mid-Coast Trolley Expansion at Balboa and 
Tecolote Stations. 

Superpedestrian is proud of our local team of W-2 employees who are all natives of San Diego and bring their 
intrinsic local knowledge into our operations every day. While we won't engage in the longstanding debate over the 
best burrito in San Diego, we can all agree that our city deserves an equitable and accessible transportation solution 
that enables San Diegans to get around the city’s Sexy Streets. We're proud to offer a shared mobility solution as a 
part of this community as San Diego continues to give off Big City Energy. 
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APPENDIX 

A. EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE 
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J DATE (MMIDDIVYYY) ACORD CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE pac 
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES 
BELOW, THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. 

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed. 

If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on 
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s). 

PRODUCER fave Brittany Ratke 

Christensen Group PHONE ny. (252) 653-1000 (aie, Noy. (252) 653-1100 

9855 West 78th Street, Ste 100 a .g, bratke@christensengroup.com 

INSURER(5) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC ® 

Eden Prairie MN 55344 insurera; Underwriters as Lloyds (Apollo Syn) 32727 

INSURED INsuURER eB: Fortegra Specialty Insurance Company 16823 

Superpedestrian Inc, Zagster Acquisition Company, LLG iwsurerc. Berkshire Hathaway Homestate Ins. Co 20044 

LINK YOUR CITY, Inc. INSURER D: 

84 Hamilton Street INSURER E: 

Cambridge MA 02139 INSURER F 

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 21-22 San Diego REVISION NUMBER: 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD 
INDICATED, NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS 

CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, 
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. 

THSR [ADDL[SUBR] POLICY EFF POLICY EXP 
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE [nee WD POLICY NUMBER (MMIDDNYYY) | (MMDDAYYY} LIMITS 

><] COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY EACH OCCURRENCE 3 5,000,000 
| el i a 50,000 
(CLAIMS-MADE OCCUR PREMISES (Ea occurence) 5 - 

MED EXP (Any one person) | ¢ Excluded 
A y | Y | B0180PN2105503 05/31/2021 | 05/31/2022 | persona zany inyuny | ¢ 5.000,000 

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE 5 5,000,000 

POLUCY FES. Loc PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG 3 5,000,000 

OTHER: 5 
COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY | es eeseng = 1,000,000 

ANY AUTO BODILY INJURY (Per person) $ 

OWNED SCHEDULED if B [Bg ane iy SCHED FMC-HNQ1000172-00 08/17/2021 | 08/17/2022 [BODILY INJURY (Per accent) | § 
Se) HIRES. NON-OWNED PROPERTY DAMAGE ? 

AUTOS ONLY AUTOS ONLY (Per accident) 
$ 

eae RL OCCUR EACH OCCURRENCE 3 

Lroaezanted at ee CLAIMS-MADE AGGREGATE 

ven |__| retention s 
WORKERS COMPENSATION PER Qi 
AND EMPLOVERS' LIABILITY IN >see | [ee NOON 

© |eiGcemenaen EXCLUDED? = NIA SUWC248779 08/01/2021 | o8/01/2022 | EL EACH ACCIDENT eee 
(Mandatory in NH} EL DISEASE. cA eMeLOveE | ¢ 1,000,000 
it yes, describe under 7,000,000 
DESCRIPTION OF CPERATIONS below EL oIsease-Pouicy Limit | 1000.) 

Aggregate Limit 2,000,000 
Cyber 

A We20FS1210201 1o27/2021 | 10/27/2022 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORDO 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required) 

Tech E&O, Ascot Group US, Policy #EOPL2010000341-01, 12/11/2020 - 12/11/2021, Technology Errors & Omissions Limit $1,000,000 
Lead Excess Auto - Goldan Bear Insurance Co., #G68X200038-00, 08/1 7/202 1-08/ 17/2022 Limit $2,000,000, 2nd Layer Excess Auto Underwriters at Lloyds 

#RTSXS-00026, 08/17/2021 - 08/17/2022 Limit $3,000,000 
The City, its officers, officials, amployees, and volunteers and Owner are included as Additional Insureds under the General Liability on a 

Primary/Non-Contributary basis when required by written contract. A Waiver of Subrogation in favor of the The City, its officers, officials, employees, and 
volunteers applies to the General Liability when required by written contract and where permitted by law. 30 Days’ Notice of Cancellation (other than 

non-payment of premium) under the General Liability, policy applies to the Certificate Holder. 

CERTIFICATE HOLDER. CANCELLATION 

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE 
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTIGE WILL BE DELIVERED IN 

Gity of San Diego Development Services ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS, 
1222 First Ave 

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 

San Diego CA 92101 ‘2 CMa 
1 b LA 

© 1988-2015 AGORD CORPORATION, All rights reserved, 

ACORD 25 (2016/03) The ACORD name and loge are registered marks of ACORD 
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AGENCY CUSTOMER ID: "0051813 

—_ LOC#: 
® 

Sees ADDITIONAL REMARKS SCHEDULE Page of 

Christensen Group 

POLICY NUMBER 

CARRIER NAIC CODE 

Superpedestrian Inc 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS 

THIS ADDITIONAL REMARKS FORM IS 4 SCHEDULE TO ACORD FORM, 

FORMNUMBER: 22 FORMTITLE: Cettificate of Liability Insurance: Notes 

The surplus lines insurer with whom the 

insurance was placed is not litensed in 
Massachusetts and is not subjectto 
Massachusetts regulations; ard 
in the event of the insolvency ofthe 
surplus lines insurer, losses will not be 
paid by the state insurance guaranty fund 

ACORD 101 008 11) © 2008 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved. 

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD 
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ACORD 
—— CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE acct: 2202201 

Dot EMD OY iY) 
12022021 

THIS CERTIFICATE 15 ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION OHLY SHD COHFERS HO RIGHTS UPOH THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES HOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR HEGATIVELY AMEHD, EXTEHD OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES 
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURAHCE DOES HOT COHSTITUTE A COHTRACT BETWEEH THE ISSUING INSURER), AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, 4HD THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. 

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIOHAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed. 
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terme and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement 4 statement on 

this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s}) 

PRODUCER 

LOCKTON AFFINITY, LLC 

P.O, BOX 879610 

CONT ooT 
WOME: LOCKTON GFANITY, LLG 

PHONE Fat 
(4G, Wo, Ent: 888-829-3365. (0G, Woy: A188 627 6BB 
EMAL KANSAS CITY, MO 64187-9610 [ua 

HEU RE RELA SPOR DING Cove Rus & Hay 

IWEU BER O10 Re Dubie murancs Comps o: 2aid? 
INSURED IWBURERE : 
Superpedestrian, ie. 

84 Hamilton St GEV ies 
Cambridge, M4 02139-4690 IMBURER GD: 

INBURERE: 

IMB RER FS: 

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE HUMBER: REVISION HUMBER: 

THIS 1S TO CERTIFY THAT THE FOUCIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POUCY PERIOD 
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS 
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POUCIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, 
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. UMITS SH OWN Mat HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. 

Nia 

Te TTEEDE, WEURCNCE: fane Sane POLIGY HUM BER. MMC ET) [omer Tn LUMITB 

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LW BILITY EACH OCCURRENCE g 
DAMAGE TO RENTED 

CLAIIE- OCCUR PREW SES (Ea omare sce: | $ 

MED EXP gy be pe neon E 

PERSONAL Zany INJURY | § 

GEN'L AGGREGATE _LINIT APPLIES BER: GENERALAGGREGATE Fy 

bestoae yeas oe PRODUCTS COMBO ace | $ 
THER: $ 

z COMBINED sles Ce LT A, | AUTOMOBLE Uaeuty HK Le049 63-24 OS F202 1 OSA rene 2 Ea ecke at $100.00 

any AUTO BODILY INIURY @erpercony | # 
OWNED SCHEDULED SHIN ED SeBeu HODILY INJURY (Pe ranckdenh| $ 

‘yg | HIRED NON-OWNED PROPERTY DAMAGE $ 
LAs] auTOsSONLyY SUTOSONLY (Peraccke ih 

$ 

UMBRELLA HE. OCCUR EACH OCCURRENCE g 
BIG EH LIOE CLAINE-HADE AGG REGATE Ea 

DED RETENTION $ z 
We Tn TER. OTH 
SND EMPLOYERS" LiGg ILITY TH STATUTE ER 
PA YPROP RIETO APART AERESEC UTIVE 

fees! FRICERMNEMBER EX LUDED? Ei BAGH ACCIDENT: $ 

(Mandator: In MH] 
tyes, desorbe wader 
ESC RIPTION OF OPERATIONS be bow 

EL. OBESSE- 68 EMPLOYEE) § 

EL. DREOSE- POLICY LIMIT | & 

DEBCRPTION OF OPERATION A! LOCATION BA VEHICL ER (ACO RD 101, additonal Remarks Bohne duis, may oe ataohed if more cpaoe ice quired) GPER: 1KE0 
POLICY PROVIDES PROTECTION FORAWY OND OLL OPERATION BOBS PERFORMED BYTHENOMEDIN BURED WHERE REQUIRED BY VVRITT EX CONT ROOT. CERTIFICATE HOLDERIC ON OODITIONOL IMBU RED 
WH ERE REQUIRED BY WRITTEN CONT ROCT. WWOIWEROF BUEROGOTION INCLUDED BY WRITTEN CONT ROCT. INBU ROWCEIS PROGR Y OND WOW CONTREUTORY. 

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION 

City of San Diego 

© Municipal Corporation 

Benjamin Verdugo, Program Manager 

1200 Third Qvenue, Suite 924 
San Diego, C4 92104 

SHOULD ANY OF THE 4BOWE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CONCELLED 
BEFORE THE EXPIRGTION OATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY FROWISIONS. 

SUTHOR-ED REPRESERT OVE 

aD Ofeaay 
ACORD 25 (2016/03) 

©1998-2016 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reseed. 

The &4CORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD 
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B. KEY SAN DIEGO PARTNERS 

We're engaged in community partnerships in San Diego to better understand ways to support the City’s residents 

with an asterisk below. 

i)
 

Community Associations/Organizations 
City Heights Community Development Corporation 
Ocean Beach Town Council 
South Bay Community Services 
Don Diego VFW 7420 
Sherman Heights Community Center* 
NTC Foundation* 

Business Associations 
East Village Association* 
Downtown San Diego Partnership* 
Cleantech San Diego* 
El Cajon Boulevard Business Improvement Association* 
College Area Economic Development Corporation 
Discover Pacific Beach 
Gaslamp Quarter Association 
Hillcrest Business Association 
La Jolla Village Merchants Association 
Little Italy Association 
Mission Hills Business Improvement District 
North Park Main Street 
Ocean Beach MainStreet Association 
Old Town San Diego Chamber of Commerce 

Community Events/Fairs 
Fair @ 44* 
Ciclosdias Pacific Beach* 
Ocean Beach Holiday Parade* 
Love to Ride San Diego* 
City Heights Rec Center* 

Government Agencies 

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)* 
San Diego Metropolitan Transit Syster* 
Port of San Diego* 
Equity Stakeholders Working Group* 
City of San Diego Mobility Department* 
City of San Diego ADA Compliance and Accessibility* 

Advocacy Organizations 
Circulate San Diego* 
Black Girls Do Bike* 
San Diego County Bicycle Coalition® 
Climate Action Campaign* 
San Diego Parks Foundation* 
Paralyzed Veterans of America - Cal-Diego Chapter* 
Safe Walkways* 
Quality of Life Coalition* 
Environmental Health Coalition 
Grid Alternatives 
Mid-City Community Action Network 
San Diego 350* 
Surfrider Foundation* 
Urban Collaborative Project* 

Planning Groups 
Barrio Logan Community Planning Group* 
City Heights Planning Committee 
College Area Planning Committee 
Downtown Planning Committee 
Greater Golden Hill Planning Committee 
Kensington-Talmadge Planning Committee 
La Jolla Planning Committee 
Linda Vista Planning Committee 
Midway-Pacific Highway Planning Committee 
Mission Beach Planning Committee 
Normal Heights Planning Committee 
North Park Planning Committee 
Ocean Beach Planning Committee 
Old Town San Diego Planning Committee 
Pacific Beach Community Parking District 
Pacific Beach Planning Committee 
Peninsula Planning Committee 
Southeastern San Diego Planning Group 
University Planning Committee 
Uptown Community Parking District 
Uptown Planning Committee 

Colleges/Universities 
University of California San Diego 
San Diego State University 
University of San Diego 
San Diego City College 
Point Loma Nazarene 
NewSchool of Architecture & Design 

ELBEs 
Aqua Community Relations Group* 
RMG Security Inc., dba ASAP Security* 

* Organizations we have already reached out to or spoken to. 

and visitors. To date, we have proactively engaged with several community stakeholders, including those listed 

below. We've indicated Letters of Support on the following pages and organizations we've already reached out to 
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C. LETTERS OF SUPPORT 
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SANDAG 

401 B Street, Suite 800 

San Diego, CA 92101-4231 

(619) 699-1900 

Fax (619) 699-1905 

sandag.org 

MEMBER AGENCIES 

Cities of 

Carlsbad 

Chula Vista 

Coronado 

Del Mar 

El Cajon 

Encinitas 

Escondido 

Imperial Beach 

La Mesa 

Lemon Grove 

National City 

Oceanside 

Poway 

San Diego 

San Marcos 

Santee 

Solana Beach 

Vista 

and 

County of San Diego 

ADVISORY MEMBERS 

Imperial County 

San Diege County 

Regional Airport Authority 

California Department 

of Transportation 

Metropolitan 

Transit System 

North County 

Transit District 

United States 
Department of Defense 

Port of San Diego 

San Diego County 

Water Authority 

Southern California 
Tribal Chairmen's Association 

Mexico 

December 2, 2021 File Number 3310714 

Purchasing & Contracting Department 

1200 Third Avenue, Suite 200 

San Diego, CA 92101 

CDelgado@sandiego.gov 

Subject: SANDAG Letter of Acknowledgement for Superpedestrian, Inc. 

Dear Ms. Delgado: 

This letter serves to acknowledge the nature of recent collaboration between the San 

Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) and Superpecestrian, Inc. as it pertains to 

the City of San Diego Shared Mobility Devices Request for Proposals. SANDAG is 

developing a Mobility Data Clearinghouse to ingest and analyze shared mobility data 

including dockless micromobility services operated by Superpedestrian to support regional 

planning and travel demand modeling efforts. The Clearinghouse will play a vital role in 

better understanding the impacts shared mobility services have on increasing non-drive 

alone mode share while better aligning services with local micromobility facilities and 

informing more equitable service deployment. 

Data sharing agreement coordination with Superpedestrian began in May 2021 and over 

the course of approximately four months both parties amicably negotiated terms 

surrounding data quality, access, maintenance, and security. Superpedestrian contributed 

staff time from several teams including legal counsel, government partnerships, 

operations, and product management, all while responding to SANDAG requests ina 

timely manner. Superpecestrian also acknowledges the mutual benefit associated with 

data sharing to help further regional modeling and planning goals. 

Additionally, SANDAG and Superpedestrian discussed the importance of first/last mile 

connections to transit, including the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension. During the launch of the 

Mid-Coast Trolley, Superpedestrian offered a promotional discount and worked 

expeditiously with SANDAG to ensure scooter vehicles were available at stations for the 

grand opening event. Superpecestrian is now also developing a permanent discount for 

transit riders. SANDAG acknowledges Superpedestrian’s efforts to encourage accessible 

and affordable options. 

Thank you, 

Antoinette Meier (Dec 2, 2021 12:25 PST) 

ANTOINETTE MEIER 

Director of Mobility and Innovation 

AMEI/MMAN 
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December 3, 2021 

Ms. Alyssa Muto 

City of San Diego 

Sustainability & Mobility Department 

1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: Partnership with Superpedestrian for Scooter Safety and Access 

Dear Alyssa, 

SBCS is pleased to partner with Superpedestrian as they work to 

promote a safe, accessible, and equitable e-scooter program in the 

City of San Diego. As the operators of LINK scooters, 

Superpedestrian’s commitment to safety, sustainability, and support 

for the community have made them excellent local partners. 

Superpedestrian’s LINK scooters offer a safe, equitable, affordable, 

and sustainable alternative that allows people to reduce carbon 

emissions by mode shift transportation. To create equitable access 

to LINK scooters, Superpedestrian offers the LINK-Up program, which 

allows for a 70% or more discount on rides if enrolled in State 

Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP) and California Alternate Rates 

for Energy (CARE), among others. The company also provides non- 

smartphone options for scooter rentals, enabling many more San 

Diegans to access a LINK Scooter. 

SBCS looks forward to partnering with the company on its ridership 

education and outreach programs. 

Sincerely, 

SBCSSanDiego.org * 619-420-3620 +* 430 F Street * Chula Vista, 

00900 
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December 06, 2021 

To: City of San Diego, Mobility & Sustainability Department 

202 C Street, San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: RFP #10089831-22-V for Shared Mobility Devices 

To Ms. Alyssa Muto, 

On behalf of Transit, | would like to express our support for the micromobility program proposed by 

Superpedestrian. As Superpedestrian rolls out their LINK scooters, which have created a new standard of 

excellence for city priorities with the accuracy of their geofences and advances in vehicle safety, we have been 

grateful to partner with them to achieve a similar level of excellence in our MaaS integrations and trip-planning. 

Transit worked directly with Superpedestrian on Superpedestrian’s first ever implementation of General Bikeshare 

Feed Specification (GBFS) feeds. Since then, the partnership has grown globally with integrations in major cities 

like Seattle, Austin, Jacksonville, Baltimore, Rome, Madrid, Stockholm, San Diego, and dozens more. 

Transit has worked with Superpedestrian to supply reliable transportation information to cities around the world, 

and we can confidently recommend them as a transparent, responsive and collaborative transport partner. The 

Transit and Superpedestrian engineering teams work directly together to troubleshoot and monitor GBFS feeds to 

ensure that we accurately represent their fleet on our digital platform and provide reliable information to our 

shared city partners. 

Transit is unique in its commitment to improve multimodal trip planning for riders. Transit and Superpedestrian 

are committed to continuing our work together to improve collaboration with cities to help them achieve their 

mobility goals, and we believe that Superpedestrian would be a strong partner in that process. Thank you for your 

consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Jake Sion 

Chief Operating Officer 
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SAN DIEGO PARKS 

FOUNDATION 

January 18, 2022 

Ms. Alyssa Muto 
City of San Diego 
Sustainability & Mobility Department 
1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 
San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: Partnership with Superpedestrian for Scooter Safety and Access 

Dear Alyssa, 

The San Diego Parks Foundation is pleased to partner with Superpedestrian as they work to 

promote a safe, accessible, and equitable e-scooter program inthe City of San Diego. As the 

operators of LINK scooters, Superpedestrian’s commitment to safety, sustainability, and support 

for the community have made them excellent local partners. 

This summer, LINK participated in one of our many summer community performances at the 

City Heights Performance Annex and provided fun and educational information to community 

attendees. Additionally, Superpedestrian demonstrated its committed to sustainability and 

community service by partnering with the Parks Foundation to help our organization reached its 

annual goal of planting nearly 200 trees in 2021. 

The Parks Foundation looks forward to partnering with the company on its ridership education 

and outreach programs. 

Sincerely, 

i athering Pho aa 

Katherine Johnston 
Executive Director 
The San Diego Parks Foundation 
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4 POPULUS 

Letter of Support 

12/3/2021 

The City of San Diego 

ATTN: Vanessa Delgado, Procurement Program Coordinator 

To whem it may concern: 

This letter serves to demonstrate our support for LINK by Superpedestrian’s response to the 

City’s Request for Proposal (RFP) for Shared Mobility Devices Solicitation Number: 10089831-22-V 

to operate within the City of San Diego. 

LINK has provided Populus—the leading platform for cities to manage the future of mobility—with 

their e-scooter operations data for several cities, including the City of San Diego, the City of 

Oakland, and the City of Baltimore, ensuring that regulatory entities can visualize, analyze, and 

plan in relation to real-time and ongoing operational trends. Moreover, they are committed ta 

sharing data in industry-standard formatting, allowing the City to easily evaluate e-scooter 

operations within the City of San Diego and relative to other cities. As LINK has demonstrated a 

willingness and ability to empower cities with their data, we highly recommend them for 

consideration by the City for a contract. 

Populus is committed to continuing to partner with the City of San Diego to ensure that as private 

mobility services and data standards evolve, you are able to leverage the best data available and 

make these services safe, affordable, and reliable for all residents. We believe that LINK, as a 

proven city partner, supports this vision for the future of mobility. Thank you for your 

consideration of their application. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Oehteigh Tenem. 

Ashleigh Terem 

Head of Partnerships 

Populus 
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EAST itt 
ATTN: Ms. Alyssa Muto 

The City of San Diego 

Sustainability &amp; Mobility Department 

1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP 

Dear Alyssa, 

On behalf of the East Village Association, | am writing to express my support for 

Superpedestrian’s application for the San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP. As 

the operators of LINK Scooters, Superpedestrian’s commitment to safety, sustainability, 

and support for the community have made them excellent partners. 

Superpedestrian is committed to keeping San Diego's residents and visitors safe 

while their scooters are in operation by building safety into the scooter itself. The Vehicle 

Intelligence (VI) system that monitors the scooter’s components also stores geofenced 

zones onboard the device to ensure near-immediate compliance with slow ride and 

no-ride zones. With the upcoming Pedestrian Defense software that detects and corrects 

unsafe behaviors such as sidewalk riding, it’s clear that Superpedestrian cares about 

their riders safety and the safety of other roadway users. 

Superpedestrian is equally as committed to sustainability. Superpedestrian’s LINK 

Scooters offer a safe, equitable, affordable, and sustainable alternative that allows 

people to reduce carbon emissions by made shift. In the field, the company works to 

mitigate carbon emissions by having a no-idling palicy when deploying or rebalancing 
scooters and group tasks in zones to minimize operational VMT. Superpedestrian’s 

scooters allow for residents and visitors of the East Village ta move around the 

neighborhood without a car. 

San Diego deserves equitable mobility options that benefit our community. 

Superpedestrian offers the LINK-Up program, which allows for a 70% or more discount on 
rides if enrolled in State Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP) and California Alternate 

Rates for Energy (CARE), among others. The company also offers non-smartphone 

options for scooter rentals, enabling many more San Diegans to access a LINK Scooter. 

In addition, Superpedestrian only hires W2 employees and never uses gig labor to run 

field operations. Lastly, Superpedestrian is dedicated to community enrichment that 

aligns with the vision of the EVA. | hope you will consider awarding Superpedestrian the 

San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP. 

Thank you, 

Diane. Raborty Gitte 
Diane Peabody Straw 

Executive Director 

East Village Association, Inc. = 1041 Market St. #200. San Diego, CA 92101 = p. 619.546.5636 = 

f. 619.239.1200 EastVillageSanDiego.com 
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cleantech 
SAN DIEGO 

PO BOX 178769 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 

858-568-7777 

cleantechsandiego.org 

MISSION: 
To accelerate 

clean technol 
innova and 

promote the 
equitable 

deployment 

of sustainable 
solutions across 

the San Diego 

environm 

all me 

the cor 

lent, and 
mbers of 

nunity. 

November 1, 2021 

Ms. Alyssa Muto 

City of San Diego, Mobility & Sustainability Department 
202 C Street 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP 

Dear Alyssa: 

On behalf of Cleantech San Diego, please accept this letter as one of support for 
Superpedestrian's application for the San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP. As 

the operators of LINK Scooters, Superpedestrian’s commitment to sustainability and 

support for the community have made them excellent partners. 

Cleantech San Diego is a member-based business organization that positions the greater 
San Diego region as a global leader in the cleantech economy. Our members include 
more than 120 businesses, universities, governments, and nonprofits committed to 
advancing sustainable solutions for the benefit of the economy, the environment, and all 
members of the community. Superpedestrian is a valuable member of Cleantech San 

Diego as well as an aclive participant of our Technical Advisory Committee thal evaluates 
startups seeking admission to our Southern California Energy Innovation Network 
program. 

Superpedestrian is committed to sustainability across their entire company. 
Superpedestrian's LINK Scooters offer a safe, equitable, affordable, and sustainable 
alternative that allows people to reduce carbon emissions by mode shift. Superpedestrian 

designed their LINK vehicles and operations to be sustainable from the get-go. Robust 
engineering that keeps scooters operating for over five years, using components that are 
from recycled content and can be recycled and cutting-edge technology to reduce service 
calls, make the LINK Scooter best-in-class. In the fleld, Superpedestrian works to mitigate 
carbon emissions by having a no-idling policy when deploying or rebalancing scooters and 
group tasks in zones to minimize operational vehicle miles travelled. These efforts were 
recognized by the organization Climate Neutral, which certified Superpedestrian as a 
climate neulral company. 

San Diego deserves equitable and sustainable mobility options that benefit our community. 
Superpedestrian offers opportunities for San Diegans to reduce their carbon footprint by 

getting out of their cars and onto resilient forms of transportation, which will help the City of 
San Diego achieve the goals laid out in its Climate Action Plan. The LINK-Up program 
allows for a 70 percent or more discount on rides if enrolled in State Nutritional Assistance 

Program (SNAP) and California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE), among others. The 

company also offers non-smartphone options for scooter rentals, enabling many more San 

Diegans to access a LINK Scooter. 

Cleantech San Diego is proud to support Superpedestrian’s proposal. Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

— 
Jason Anderson 
President and CEO 

Cleantech San Diego 
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January 6, 2022 

Alyssa Muto 
City of San Diego 
Sustainability & Mobility Department 
1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: Support for Superpedestrian for San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP 

Dear Alyssa, 

The Downtown San Diego Partnership is pleased to support Superpedestrian’s application for the 
San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) Request for Proposals (RFP). As the operators of LINK 
scooters, Superpedestrian’s commitment to safety, forward-thinking technology and support for 
the community make them an ideal partner for this opportunity. 

Superpedestrian's LINK scooters are designed, engineered, and built to protect riders and 
pedestrians alike. The company’s Vehicle Intelligence (VI) system and upcoming Pedestrian 
Defense software will make LINK scooters one of the most advanced and safest offerings in the 
market. The VI system monitors the scooter's components and stores geofenced zones onboard 
the device to ensure near-immediate compliance with slow ride and no-ride zones. The 

Pedestrian Defense software detects and corrects unsafe behaviors such as sidewalk riding, in 
near real-time. 

We also recognize Superpedestrian’s commitment to the local community. We specifically 

appreciate the team's approach to working with and activating upon input from neighbors and 

business owners in Downtown San Diego. Should Superpedestrian be selected for the SMD RFP, 
the Downtown San Diego Partnership looks forward to continued partnership on community 
outreach and rider safety education programs. 

For these reasons and many others, the Downtown San Diego Partnership urges the City of San 
Diego to select Superpedestrian for the SMD RFP. 

If | can be of further assistance, please feel free to contact me directly or Joshua Coyne, Director 
of Government Affairs, at jcoyne@downtownsandiego.org. Thank you for your consideration. 

Respecttully, 

Bote, Brennen 
Betsy Brennan 

President & CEO 

401B St., Suite 100 | San Diego, CA 92101 | P: 619-234-0201 | www.downtownsandiego.org 
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BIKE COALITION 
SAN DIEGO COUNTY 

18 November 2021 

Ms. Alyssa Muto 

The City of San Diego 

Sustainability & Mobility Department 

1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP 

Dear Alyssa, 

On behalf of the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition, | am writing to express our support 

for Superpedestrian’s application for the San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP. As the 

operators of LINK Scooters, Superpedestrian’s commitment to safety, sustainability, and support 

for the community have made them excellent partners. 

Superpedestrian is committed to keeping San Diego’s residents and visitors safe while 

their scocters are in operation by building safety into the scooter itself. The Vehicle Intelligence 

(VI) system that monitors the scooter’s components makes sure that LINK Scooters are safe to 

ride and will automatically remove itself from service if something goes wrong. The onboard 

computer also stores geofenced zones to ensure near-immediate compliance with slow ride and 

no-ride zones. With the upcoming Pedestrian Defense software that detects and corrects unsafe 

behaviors such as sidewalk riding, it’s clear that Superpedestrian builds safety into its 

operations. 

Superpedestrian is equally as committed to sustainability. Superpedestrian’s LINK 

Scooters offer a safe, equitable, affordable, and sustainable altemative that allows people to 

reduce carbon emissions by mode shift. In the field, Superpedestrian works to mitigate carbon 

emissions by having a no-idling policy when deploying or rebalancing scooters and group tasks 

in zones to minimize operational VMT. 

San Diego deserves equitable mobility options that benefit our community. 

Superpedestrian offers the LINK-Up program, which allows for a 70% or more discount on rides 

if enrolled in State Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP) and Califomia Alternate Rates for 

Energy (CARE), among others. The company also offers non-smartphone options for scooter 

rentals, enabling many more San Diegans to access a LINK Scooter. In addition, 

Superpedestrian only hires WW2 employees and never uses gig labor to run field operations. 

Lastly, Superpedestrian’s strong partnership with the Bicycle Coalition in advocating for safer 

bicycle infrastructure demonstrates their long-term commitment to creating a city that is safe and 

livable for all road users. | hope you will consider awarding Superpedestrian the San Diego 

Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP. 
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BIKE COALITION 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY 

Thank you, 

hb bribe 
Andy Hanshaw 

Executive Director 
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1/19/2022 

Ms. Alyssa Muto 

City of San Diego 

Sustainability & Mobility Department 

1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: Support for Superpedestrian for San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP 

Dear Alyssa, 

| am writing to support Superpedestrian’s application for the San Diego Shared Mobility Device 

(SMD) Request for Proposals (RFP). As the operators of LINK scooters, Superpedestrian local 

operations team has been responsive to my direct geofencing requests that have prevented 

scooters from being abandoned on private property. If future issues arise, | am confident that 

they will be solved via direct lines of communication with their local leadership team. 

For these reasons, | urge you to award Superpedestrian the San Diego SMD RFP. 

Thank you, 

Garret Germain 

1833 Missouri St 

San Diego, CA 92109 

ggermain197@gmail.com 

651-261-9333 
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January 19, 2022 © — 

Ms. Alyssa Muto Second Chance 
City of San Diego 

Sustainability & Mobility Department 

1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: Superpedestrian is Workforce Equity Champion in San Diego’s Shared Mobility Device Industry 

Dear Alyssa, 

Second Chance enthusiastically supports Superpedestrian’s application for the San Diego Shared 

Mobility Device (SMB) Request for Proposals (RFP). As the operators of LINK scooters, Superpedestrian’s 

commitment to mobility safety and technology, workforce equity and community partnership make 

them an ideal candidate for the City of San Diego’s SMD RFP. 

Second Chance alms to disrupt the cycles of incarceration and poverty through specialized workforce 

readiness training, sober-living housing, educational programs and support services essential to 

achieving self-sufficiency. Each year, more than 2,000 justice involved men, women and youth come to 

Second Chance seeking positive pathways to meaningful change. 

Superpedestrian has been a strong partner for Second Chance, helping our graduates prepare for and 

find meaningful career opportunities. Members of the Superpedestrian team have already been 

involved in our workforce readiness training program by participating in the mock interview series. If 

selected for this RFP, Superpedestrian should be able to grow its footprint and workforce in San Diego. 

We recognize and commend Superpedestrian’s commitment to workforce equity by hiring only W-2 

employees, paying living wages and providing full benefits on day one. Second Chance looks forward to 

continue partnering with the company on training and hiring opportunities. 

For these reasons and many more, we strongly urge the City of San Diego to select Superpedestrian for 

the SMD RFP. 

Thank you, 

Bill Payne 
President & CEO 

Second Chance 

6145 imperial Avenue, San Diego, California 92114-4213] PH 619 234 8888 | FX 619 2347787 | Federal Tax ID# 33-0539640 

www. SECONDCHANCEPROGRAM.org 

HELPING YOU 
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1/20/22 

Ms. Alyssa Muto 

The City of San Diego 

Sustainability & Mobility Department 

1200 Third Avenue, 18th Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP 

Dear Alyssa, 

On behalf of the Black Girls Do Bike San Diego, | am writing to express our support for 

Superpedestrian’s application for the San Diego Shared Mobility Device (SMD) RFP. As the 

operators of LINK Scooters, Superpedestrian’s commitment to safety, sustainability, and support 

for the community have made them excellent partners. 

Black Girls Do Bike’s interest is in growing and supporting a community of women of 

color who share a passion for cycling. We champion efforts to introduce the joy of cycling to all 

women, but especially, black women and girls. We are establishing a comfortable place where 

female cyclists can support, advise, organize meet-ups/rides and promote skill-sharing. 

Superpedestrian and Black Girls Do Bike San Diego are developing a curriculum alongside the 

San Diego County Bicycle Coalition for active transportation safety in San Diego. 

Superpedestrian is committed to ensuring the safety of all those who bike, walk, scoot, and roll 
throughout our region. 

San Diego deserves equitable mobility options that benefit all of us. Superpedestrian is 

the only micromobility operator who actively deploys within underserved communities, including 

City Heights. Superpedestrian also gives discounts to community members who are on public 

assistance, ride public transit, as well as discounted rides to active-duty military and veterans. 

The company also offers non-smartphone options for scooter rentals, enabling many more San 

Diegans to access a LINK Scooter. In addition, Superpedestrian only hires W2 employees and 

never uses gig labor to run field operations. 

| hope you consider awarding Superpedestrian the San Diego Shared Mobility Device 

(SMD) RFP. 

Thank you, 

Denice Vuilliams 

Shero, BGDBSD 
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proposal 

aqudsm:” 

Education & Outreach / Equity Program Support 

for Shared Mobility Vehicles 

City of San Diego Solicitation 10089831-22-V 

Prepared for 
Superpedestrian 

Walter Rosenkratz 
Government Relationships Manager 

Iter. r r ri 
858-525-3637 

Prepared by 
Aqua Community Relations Group 

Paula Roberts, MA 
President & Proprietor 
paula@aquacrg.com 

619-794-6406 
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ad U @| community & 

relations s® 4452 Park Boulevard Suite 208, San Diego, CA 92116 

January 21, 2022 

Walter Rosenkratz 

Superpedestrian 

RE: City of San Diego Shared Mobility Vehicles Solicitation 10089831-22-V 

Aqua Community Relations Group (Aqua) is pleased to join with Superpedestrian in 

pursuit of a permit to operate Shared Mobility Vehicles in the City of San Diego, through 

Solicitation 10089831-22-V. 

Aqua is a San Diego ELBE with more than a decade of experience serving the City of San 

Diego and its contractors on projects ranging from City Council Redistricting to the multi- 

year PEIR for Mission Bay Park, as well as supporting dozens of infrastructure design and 

construction projects throughout San Diego. 

This letter indicates our commitment to provide strategic planning, tactics, expert counsel 

and as-needed services for education and outreach to increase awareness and use of 

shared mobility vehicles in historically underserved and low-income areas identified in the 

City’s Climate Equity Plan. Aqua understands this commitment covers a three-year term, 

with the option for two single-year renewals. 

Superpedestrian plans to initially target 10 of the 12 communities identified as having 

VERY LOW OPPORTUNITY census tracts in the City’s Climate Equity Plan, as well as 

surrounding neighborhoods of LOW OPPORTUNITY. This high-priority outreach area 

includes the portions of San Diego City Council Districts 4, 8 and 9, in a roughly contiguous 

area that stretches east from Barrio Logan through Lincoln Park, and North from 

Shelltown through City Heights. It incorporates Barrio Logan, Logan Heights, Grant Hill, 

Stockton, Shelltown, Southcrest, Mountain View, Lincoln Park, Mt. Hope and City Heights, 

which includes the Teralta East neighborhood. Similar outreach may be extended to 

additional Communities of Concern including Linda Vista and the Diamond District. 
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Over the course of multiple years, Superpedestrian may further increase its outreach 

scope, if warranted by operations and geographic feasibility. 

Aqua’s commitment also includes supporting Citywide efforts to increase awareness of 

virtual corrals, rider discounts, and shared mobility vehicle safety. 

The team’s suggested approach to the project is attached, along with tables summarizing 

Aqua’s preliminary research into key stakeholders and partners. We will further this 

research during implementation of the project to create robust stakeholder lists and enlist 

additional project partners and champions. 

We look forward to this exciting opportunity to serve San Diego's diverse residents and 

businesses as part of the Superpedestrian team, providing shared mability vehicles to 

increase transportation options while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

Yala 
Paula Roberts, President 

Aqua Community Relations Group 

619-794-6406 | paula@aquacrg.com 
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APPROACH TO THE PROJECT 

To support public understanding and awareness of Shared Mobility Vehicles in the 

Targeted Neighborhoods, Aqua will partner with City of San Diego staff and 

Superpedestrian to: 

« Create a detailed outreach plan that establishes timelines and deliverables. 

« Identify and characterize target audiences, including language and cultural 

groups, community-based organizations, large employers, and facilities serving key 

user groups in specific neighborhoods. In San Diego's communities of concern, 

Aqua anticipates audiences that include high percentages of people of color, 

multiple age groups, people with limited English proficiency, people with 

disabilities, new Americans, and people with limited access to internet services. 

* Create key messages that help promote Shared Mobility Vehicles as a 

transportation option that is: 

© appropriate for everyday commutes throughout the City of San Diego 

o accessible for adults with disabilities 

o affordable for adults with low incomes 

o abridge between transit routes and destinations 

« Establish partnerships in the communities to support shared mobility goals, 

including discussions with participants in the City’s Climate Equity Working Group. 

o With permission, reach out to partner members and staff 

o ASK partners to share information on behalf of the City of San 

Diego/Superpedestrian 

© Identify people who may serve as champions, to be interviewed, share 

opinion pieces, post on social media (targets include local personalities 

popular on social media) 

e Create and distribute culturally appropriate communications materials, in 

multiple languages. 

Suggested options: 

o Creative posts to social media platforms, considering Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, TikTok, YouTube, NextDoor, and LinkedIn, with analysis to 

determine reach in target audiences 

= Consider short, informal videos to increase interest and engagement 

* Employ catchy and creative hashtags 
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Paid ads on social media 

= Facebook - powerful targeting to specific demographics and narrow 

geographic locations 

= Pay-per-click advertising such as Google Adwords - target people with 

specific interests through relevant search terms 

Email campaigns to engage users, partnering organizations and their 

members. 

Personal appearances/booths at community events such as farmer's 

markets, cultural festivals, health fairs, and art fairs. 

Press releases, feature stories and opinion editorials for news outlets and 

neighborhood newsletters (in consultation with City communications staff), 

Print materials for distribution/posting at community-based sites and events. 

These may take the form of posters, flyers, or handouts. Realtor boxes may 

also be useful in locations with high foot traffic. 

Website materials in multiple languages and formats. 

Provide reports and analysis of outreach activities. 

Track social media engagement and subscriptions to news/emails 

Help survey team develop questions that address outreach effectiveness as 

part of the data analysis and public opinion surveys required in the contract. 
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Targeted Communities of Greatest Concern (Very Low Access to Opportunity) 

SD City Council District Neighborhoods (& Planning Committees) 

4 Lincoln Park 

8 Barrio Logan, Logan Heights (Southeast), Stockton 

(SE), Grant Hill (SE), Shelltown (SE) 

9 Mountain View (SE), Southcrest (SE), Teralta East (City 

Heights) 

Neighborhood Characteristics 

People of Color 96% compared to citywide 54% (moderate to low 

Access to Opportunity areas are 63%-81% people of 

color) 

Sample of 

Languages/Origin 

Latin America, Hispanic/Spanish language, Arabic, 

Ethiopian, Somali, Burmese, Afghan, Vietnamese, 

Jordanian, Palestinian, Ugandan, Syrian/Kurdish, Karen, 

Latin American, Asian, African 

Households/age High proportion of households with young children 

and/or crowding 

Income Low Income: 33 percent or more of households are low 

income, and/or 10 percent or more of the households 

are severely overcrowded, and/or 25 percent or more 

of the population is in poverty 

Digital Access Low access to in-home internet 

Mobility Concerns 25 percent or more of households cannot access an 

auto, and/or 25 percent or more of the population is 

disabled, and/or 20 percent or more of the population 

is aged 75 or older 
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Potential Partners/Locations for sharing information to specific audiences 

Community Based Orgs Able-Disabled Advocacy, Accessity, All Congregations 

Together, Alliance San Diego, the ARC of San Diego, 

Barrio Logan College Institute, Business for Good, Casa 

Familiar, Center for Sustainable Energy, Central San 

Diego Black COC, Climate Action Campaign, Circulate 

San Diego, City Heights Business Association, City 

Heights CDC, City Heights Partnership for Children, El 

Cajon Collaborative, Environmental Health Coalition, 

Friends of Adult Daycare Centers, The Greenlining 

Institute, Grid Alternatives, Groundwork San Diego, | 

Am My Brother’s Keeper CDC, Karen Organization, 

Linda Vista Collaborative, Logan Heights CDC, MAAC, 

Mid-City CAN, Neighborhood House Association, Nile 

Sisters Development Initiative, PANA, Price Charities 

Social Work Center and Parent Center, Project New 

Village, RISE San Diego, San Diego 350, San Diego EDC, 

San Diego Foundation, San Diego Housing Federation, 

United Women of East Africa Support Team, Urban 

Collaborative Project, Workshops for Warriors 

Health Care Facilities Hooyo Health Program, Ibarra Family Health Center, La 

Maestra Community Health Center, Rady Children’s 

Mid-City Urgent Care 

Libraries & Comm 

Centers 

Azalea Rec Center, Barrio Station Youth Center, Bayside 

Community Center, Colina del Sol Rec Center, Copley 

Price Family YMCA, Golden Hill Community Center, 

Jackie Robinson YMCA, Mountain View Community 

Center, Sherman Heights Community Center, 

Southcrest Rec Center 

City Heights Weingart Library, Logan Heights Library, 

Malcolm X/Valencia Park Library, Mountain View 

Beckworth Library 

Markets and Coffee 

Shops 

Mid-East Market, Murphy's Market, Neighborhood 

Farms Market, Pancho Villa Farmer’s Market, Vien Dong 
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Elementary Schools 

Middle Schools 

High Schools 

Adult/Non-Traditional 

Schools 

Baker, Balboa Dual Language, Berry, Cesar Chavez, 

Charter School of SD, Chollas, City Heights Prep Charter, 

Euclid, Fay, Golden Hill, Hardy, Ibarra, Kimbrough, King- 

Chavez ES, Logan Memorial Ed Campus, Marshall, 

McKinley, Mountain View School, Pacific View 

Leadership, Rosa Parks 

Clark, King-Chavez Prep Academy, Logan Memarial Ed 

Campus, Millennial Tech, Wilson 

Crawford, Garfield, Hoover, Lincoln, Logan Memorial Ed 

Campus 

Lindsay Community School, Marcy School (at 

risk/disabled), Mid-City Campus of SDCCD, Educational 

Cultural Campus of SDCCD, Monarch School SD 

(Homeless) 

Employers US Naval Base, UCSD, SDSU, SD County, Sharp Health 

Care, SDUSD, Qualcomm, Scripps Health, City of SD, 

Kaiser Permanente, SDCCD, General Dynamics NASSCO, 

Metropolitan Transit 
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HEADQUARTERS 

Superpedestrian Inc. 

84 Hamilton St. 

Cambridge, MA 02139 

S 
Superpedestrian 

THANK YOU SAN DIEGO 

SOLICITATION NUMBER 

10089831-22-V 

JANUARY 21, 2022 

CONTACT PERSON 

Walter Rosenkranz 

proposals@superpedestrian.com 

(858) 525-3637 
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